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Student Government Conquers Deans Council 
By STEVE JONES mention that a formal written draft WFTU get its money. If Senator no~ lead to a unamious Senate 
of the plan was not submitted to Schmidt were not active in WFTU acceptance. Senator Schmidt 
Student Government is very 
pleased with itself, almost to the 
point of being smug, due to its 
The Dean's Council, through Vice the Council until just a few weeks himself, the campus radio stations abstained from voting on the 
President Gambrell, also advised ago. The Deans had a point when request would probably have been budget due to "serious questions" 
Student Government that the they said that they couldn't act on ignored. he had about the manner in which 
/ recent victory over the Dean's 
__I Council. In the August 5 SG 
Dean's List would be divided into ·a plan that they knew nothing Also in the budget are: $125 for the money was allocated. 
three GPA classifications: about. payment of Wal t Komanski's With the money left from the 
Cum laude ...... . . . 3.00 to 3.39 The Summer Senate Budget was tuition, $150 for equipment and . $ 9 O O. O O budget, Student meeting, it was announced by 
Senator Chris Schmidt that the 
Dean's Council had agreed to 
Student Government's suggestions 
concerning revision of the Dean's 
List. The academic listing will now 
Magna cum laude .... 3.40 to 3.79 accepted by Student Government supplies, $50 for communications Government decided to set aside 
Summa cum laude .. . 3.80 to 4.00 in the same meeting. President and $50 for secretarial fees. These $150.00 for a tuition scholarship 
This same honors classification will Komanski was alloted $275.00 in "secretarial feef are supposed to for one stooent of SG's choic_e. 
be used for student recognition in personal travel expenses for two . cover outside secretarial help in Senator Betty Kornick delivered 
the FTU graduation ceremonies. ~ar~ of Regents. meetings in Student Government's paperwork, her report on the progress of the 
be made according to grade point 
average instead of the former "A" 
or "B" requirement. Any student 
attaining a 3.00 or better GP A will 
qualify for the listing. However, no 
grades below "C" will qualify a 
student for the quarterly Dean's 
List. 
President Komanski, upon Miarm and JacksonVIlle and one SG but its puzzling why the two diploma committee by presenting a 
hearing the good news, said that the Presidents meeting in Tampa. elected SG secretaries, Maggi sketch of the diploma accepted by 
Dean's List plan was one that was However, a request made in a Strouse and Charlotte Scott can't the committee from· several 
devised by Student Government previous. meeting by Russ Bentley handle the job they were el~ted to diploma · plans. FTU's first 
some six months ago and that he of Radio WFTU for $250.00 do. And to whom is the $50 being graduating class will receive 81h by 
was glad to see that the Dean's operating funds was not included in paid? That was not mentioned in 11 diplomas with the name of the 
Council finally got around to the proposed budget until Senator the budget's presentation. school and the student in old 
adopting it. However he failed to Chris Schmidt suggested that The actual vote on the budget did English script. The FTU official seal 
-We live in the Present 
Sy the Past, but 
for the . .. 
Vol. 1No.30 
Accent '70 Proposed A~ 
Name For Yearbook 
A tentative budget, format, and 
name for the volume of a proposed 
yearbook for FTU were submitted 
this week by Ralph Whittington, 
acting Editor. The proposed book 
will be 252 pages in length and will 
contain passport-type pictures of all 
students. The name selected for the 
book is Accent ' 70 and the price to 
students is estimated at $7 a book. 
This amount covers only partial 
cost of publication. The balance 
will be made up through 
commercial and campus 
organization advertising and from 
F 0 11 Enrol I men t student activity fees. 
. The present staff of the yearbook 
will be imbossed at the bottom in 
black and gold. 
Senator Kornick also mentioned 
to the Senate that she advocated 
the placing of a ribbon or some 
other smbol on the diplomas to 
signify an honor students 
achievement, but she also said that 
the Dean's Council did not support 
her proposal. Senator Komick 
called upon the Senate to draft a 
letter to the Dean's Council if the 
senators were strongly in favor . qf 
her plan. When President Komanski 
called for a show of hands to see if 
the senators were in favor of the 
letter, the reaction was almost 
unamimous until Dean Sarchet 
stated that she thought the ribbon 
plan was "a bit ostentatious,"-
support waivered. 
In the formal vote on the same 
subject only six senators were in 
favor of the measure with two 
abStentions. Senator Komick then 
suggested that the letter be 
forgotten since the Senate was not 
very strongly in favor of it. 
However, President Komanski, 
taking in to consideration the 
Senates negative decision, 
announced he would write the 
(Continued on Page 4) 
Class Schedule 
Date Foreseen 
Pro1• ected At 3 000 grew out of a stud~nt government . ' study group appomted by Walt ' 
The progress of the building and 
1 a shortage of funds for recruiting 
faculty have been the major reasons 
for the long wait for a published 
class schedule for the fall quarter. 
By the beginning of the fall Komanski, SG President, to 
quarter in October, Florida Tech's investigate possible billing and work 
enrollment is projected to reach a thus far accomplished by a staff 
figure between 3,200 and 3-,300 chosen earlier in the year. The 
students. The figure has increased findings of this committee resulted 
from the projected number in .the formation of an interim staff, 
reported in January. At that time, with four of its six members 
the figure was predicted to be coming from student government. 
between 2,500 and 3,100 students. The other two members are from 
-.: The new figure is also above the the original yearbook staff. The 
expected enrollment foreseen by acting staff is as follows: Ralph 
the Board of Regents for 1969. .w h i t t i n g t o n , ( A c t i n g ) 
It is expected that 1500 students Editor-in-Chief; Chris Schmidt, 
previously enrolled at Florida Tech (Acting) Managing Editor; Maggi 
will return next fall, and that there Strouse (Acting) Copy Editor; Chris 
will be 1,800 new students. Thomas (Acting) Advertising 
However, Ralph Boston, Assistant Manager; Kathryn Marsh, (Acting) 
Director of Admissions, added that Lay_out Editor; and Ed Tilson, 
last year out of 2,000 applications, (.Acting) Photography Editor. The 
753 or 1,500 students actually position of (Acting) Art Editor is 
showed up. In comparison, as of still open arid anyone interested 
this date there have been 2,400 new and qualified may contact Ralph 
applications. Whittington in the yearbook office, 
Roughly 583 of the new room _152 of the Village Center. 
applicants will be freshman, and Target date for distribution of 
423 are transfers from other Accent '70 is May of 1970. 
institutions. However, it is possible President Millican has offered his 
that some of the transfers will be cooperation in publishing FTU's 
classified as freshmen. first yearbook and has granted the 
There will be two men for every staff access to university annals so 
woman next quarter. The that the book may encompass 
breakdown is 653 men and 353 university activity from its 
women. founding in 1963. 
Lotz To Conduct Art Exhibition 
Steven Lotz, head of the FTU 
Art Department,has been invited to 
give a one-man exhibition at the 
Arts Festival to be held at 
Jacksonville October 10-14. 
About 15 of his art pieces will be 
sent to the festi-val, which is 
co-sponsored by · the city of 
Jacksonville and Jacksonville Arts 
Council. 
Showing with Lotz will be Doris 
Leper of New Smyrna Beach and 
Joe Sabatello of Gainesville. 
Lotz, a graduate of University of 
California at Los Angeles with a 
B.A. and of University of Florida 
with an M.F.A., has headed the art 
department at FTU since it opened 
last October. 
Primarily a painter and 
draftsman, his collection for the 
Jacksonville Show will include 
"some oils, but mostly drawings." 
Lotz is noted for his surrealistic 
chalk-white on bl~ck background 
portrait heads with fantastic shapes 
surrounding them. He took a 
graphics prize in this spring's Winter 
Park Sidewalk Arts Festival. 
He has also been invited to give a 
one-man show in September at 
Jacksonville University. 
Acting yearbook editors, from left to right, Maggi Strouse 
{Acting) Copy Editor; Chris Schmidt {Acting) ·Managing 
Editor; and Ralph Whittington (Acting) Editor-in-Chief, 
glance at yearbook as they start work on FTU's proposed 
The published class schedule 
should be available shortly after 
l;abor . Day• And 
presently some advising as to course 
offerings is being conducted in 
some departments. 
The opening and availability of 
the new clas.sr9om building has 
solved many scheduling problems. yearbook. · 
'Cello' To Play Monday ! Many classes that were to be held in the evening will be offered at more convenient times during the day. The non-science courses scheduled 
to be conducted in the science 
buiding will now be held.in the new 
building. 
The curtain goes up for "The 
Absence of a Cello" Monday and 
Tuesday at 8:30 p.m. 
Those planning to attend are 
urged to be prompt--no one will be 
admitted after the play has begun. 
The play concerns Andrew 
Pilgrim, a brilliant scientist but no 
businessman,. who finds it necessary 
to seek employment with a large 
electronics firm~ He and his family 
try to act like they think executives 
and executive relatives should, but 
find that they are selling their souls 
rather than their talents. 
The box office will be open from 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. on Mon. and Tues., 
or call 275-2861 for reservations. 
Tickets may also be picked up at 
the box office. A student, faculty, 
or staff ID card will enable the 
holder and his/her party to be 
admitted free of charge. Regular 
admission will be $1.50 per person. 
The cast of seven includes Russ 
Bentley, Simone Tetreault, 
Deborah Ford, Jim Fay, Beverly 
Wynne, Ken Lawson, and Susan 
Gilmore. The scenery has been 
designed and constructed under the 
supervision of Dr. Harry Smith. 
Chosen for positions of stage 
manager and assistant director were 
Marie Block and Linda Singer, 
respectively. 
When asked about the play 
production Dr. David Mays, 
director, stated that "the rehearsals 
are progressing very well and it is a 
joy to work with the cast and 
crew." He also added that the 
"Absence of a Cello" will be a good 
beginning for the FTU theatre 
program. 
Classes begin October 6, 1969, 
with a full schedule of advisement, 
orientation, and registration being 
conducted according to the FTU 
catalogue, beginning two weeks 
prior to the first day of classes. 
Proposed Distribution 
Of Financial Aid Funds 
Amounts have been proposed for distribution of funds anticipated 
from a special student ·financial aid fee included in university 
registration for the first time this fall. Funds will be allocated to the 
universities to expand their student financial aid programs. 
Anticipated available funds were determined by using the projected 
full fee paying enrollment for the 1969-70 school year. Distribution of 
the funds is based on students' financial need. Adjustments will be 
made after the actual 1969-70 enrollment figures have been obtained' 
from the universities. 
Proposed Distribution 
University of Florida 
Florida State University 
Florida A and M University 
University of South Florida 
Florida Atlantic University 
University of West Florida 
Florida Technological University 
Total: 
210,-1 34 
167,243 
119,493 
181,765 
59,746 
57,222 
45,900 
$841,p03 
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Page Two 
Editorial 
Courtesy Should Prevail 
In Sand Parking Lots 
On the Campus of FTU, as on the campus of any even fair sized 
college or University, there are several discomforts which must be 
endured for the campus to be run effectively. One such discomfort on 
Tech's campus is the parking situation. In specific, the dirt parking lots. 
One of these lots has been covered with a · layer of beautiful white 
limestone which has a way of turning every car in the lot to a light grey 
when the sun is out and when it rains one fears for one's life since the 
ground looks perfectly level but you know that in reality the water 
filling the pot-holes has simply turned white. At any rate, this lot, 
which is the largest of the two dirt lots, has been marked off for 
parking with some rope and posts which even stick out of the water 
after a rain storm. 
However, the other, smaller dirt lot is another situation entirely 
different. In the first place, it is a dirt lot in the true sense of the word. 
But the most bothersome difference is that there is no type of marking 
system for parking. No lines, no posts, nothing to help the students 
know where or how they should park. This is where the sermon comes 
in, so hold on. In o.lder to make the best of a bad situation it is 
generally the procedure for everyone to give a little and that way no 
one has to suffer greatly. If you wonder what I am talking about then 
you have not parked in the dirt parking lot recently. Several Tech 
students are simply not thinking of anyone but themselves.but daily the 
lot is plagued with someone parking three cars deep, someone else 
parking in the aisles, or someone parking in the exit. The Campus police 
have been consulted in this matter but they said that the problem is 
simply that there are no proper ways to park in that lot since there are 
no marks so even though you might be trapped in the lot you might be 
the one parked funny. · 
FuTUre 
,...._ 
•• 
.. 
""""' -- ~-Gi4~0~TOA/ 
;:;Jlufe 
I "1 t. <1 
Footprints on the Moon 
---
All that we can ask is that those students using the. lot use a little 
common sense when they park. Even if you feel certain you will only 
be on campus a few minutes and you will return before the other 
person; don't take that chance. Just try to remember that you are 
inconveniencing fellow students. If you are not careful today-then 
tomorrow you might be the trapped victim. A small thing indeed, but it 
is one of the things that helps mold a better citizen. If everybody strives 
to help everybody else or at least be considerate this would be a better paper that hurt people who are negative reports; if they do not, 
place to live in. working to make FTU the great then I have someone else do it in 
-r tt rn rn~ 7C~.. institution that it can become. the manner I desire. 1.!J_p .era WO W,~p tuttnr You have chosen to ignore the This charge is a bold face lie. 
progress that students have made in There has been only one news uomansk·1 H•1tsbut that he turned it down. Three cooperation with the Student writing class taught at FTU, and ft weeks later the same story came G o ~ e. r n ~ e n t, fa cu 1 t y,. and this did not begin until this 
out in the FuTUre under another admm1strat1on. You have faded to su~mer. To state that negative 
F S ff student's byline. notify the students of even the assign men ts hav~ been handed out Utu re ta If it is the role of the FuTUre to m~st rudimentary advantages _for .. the past six di:onths--when f be a crusading newspaper, fine; but gamed for them by Student w~1ting classes n?t even 
Sho b th 'de f th · · th · Government such as the recent visit ex1st--shows the authonty and Editor: 
For the last six months, in my 
opinion, the FuTUre has used its 
immunity to defame and malign 
with its cynicism students, faculty, 
and administrators. Students were 
criticized because they were 
members of Student Government; a 
faculty member was attacked 
because he belonged to a minority 
religion; and finally administrators 
have been stuck by the FuTUre's 
barbs because of their affiliation 
with Student Government. 
The newspaper advisor, Dr. Tim 
O'Keefe, gives assignments to his 
classes making it clear that he wants 
negative reports back. When 
negative comments are not 
available, he gives his own version 
of a story and has a student write 
it. John Gholdston told me that 
just such a story was given to him, 
w o s1 s o e com m e1r . . . 
correct proportions. Not once have by the T~berculosis center mobile accuracy with which Mr. Komansk1 
you challenged higher echelon X-ray umt sponsored and manned speaks. 
administrative positions or policies. by Student Government to save the No student has eve~ been tol~ to 
Not once have you selected a FTU community the time and cost ~lant any story:, The ms~ance c1~d 
Po 'f g l d · d th h of obtaining the service m Mr.Komansk1 s letter IS also a he. wi:~ ~~e. oa ~? . came ro~g I have written this a~ticle out of If anyone is in doubt, ask John 
h ml atcodn t1hnumg ~anner.d otu the sincere belief that the FuTUre Gholdston. The incident neyer ave se ec e e easier roa o 
travel. True, this may insure you of needs to change. its orientation to occurred. 
your editorships as they are chosen th~~ .of a creat1v~ force .. It can I resent very strongly the 
by the administration, but I feel cnt1c1ze and ch_as~1se, but it m~st irresponsible charges made by the 
that you are not living up to your remember that 1t is the on~y voice student body president, and I am 
responsibilities to the students. on campus, and as such 1t must afraid I must consider this personal 
11 · d f · l attack as a direct result from the In the past I have overlooked represent a s1 es airy. 
problems such as: a newspaper staff W. Komanski way Mr. Komanski conducted himself in one of my classes last 
member rifling Student £bitllf9 !1 Nnte spring. 
Government files, false and . . incorrect statements, slanted President Komansk1 has made I was forced to fail our student 
editorials, and even the two out of some rather dangerous and body president because he cut the 
th d·t h h f .1 d t erroneous charges about the way I last two tests in the course. ree e 1 ors w o ave a1 e o d t 1 maintain minimal academic levels at co~ uc ~y ~ asses.beeHe sta.tes th~t If Mr. Komanski is going to 
FTU. However, I cannot ignore the assign men s 
1 
ave h n gitvedn 1tsn continue to engage in false and 
f . . . numerous c asses w ere s u en libelous charges--and they are 
alse unpressions given by your have been told to tum in only libelous--! hope the students of 
Bring U s.e d 
Boo ks 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
WED AUG 13-THURS AUG 14 
9:00. AM-5:00 PM 
FRIDAY AUG 15 
10:00 AM-10:00 PM 
MONDAY AUG 18 
9:00 AM-5:00 PM 
August a. 1969 
FI'U will find someone else other 
than he to lead the student body. 
No one with such an irresponsible 
attitude should be allowed to hold 
such a high office. 
Dr. M. T. O'Keefe 
Adviser, FuTUre 
Unfortunately a feud has 
developed between SG and the 
FuTUre. A feud which we did not 
want to happen but began when SG 
attempted to set up a board to rule 
the FuTUre. 
We fear that it was this feud that 
prompted Komanski's remarks and 
not a genuine concern for the 
student body. We say this because 
we have had a standing offer to 
Komanski to write a column in the 
FuTUre about anything he wished 
to say, and emphasized that it 
would be an excellent opportunity 
to point out what he labels as 
incorrect items in the ne~spaper:and 
slanted editorials. (We would like to 
say also that an editorial is the 
opinion of the editorial board and 
therefore by nature is slanted). Any 
student who has been at Tech since 
its opening would find it difficult 
to even remember the two columns 
he has taken time to write since the 
beginning of third quarter . 
Some of the accusations are not 
totally unfounded, some are, but all 
are blown out of proportion. We 
remind you that it is the 
responsibility of the FuTUre to 
report on the activities on campus. 
We have felt it of particular 
importance to inform the students 
of what we felt were strange 
activities of SG. We also felt that if 
the articles were to be humorous 
then perhaps SG would be big 
enough to laugh at themselves, 
(since the articles were very factual) 
and would be able to correct their 
procedure of operating. We might 
comment that we noticed a 
considerable improvement in\ the 
meetings after the articles appeared. 
Most of the Summer Senators were 
big enough to understand that we 
were not launching a personal 
vendetta against them but were 
merely trying to get them to see 
how they looked to others. 
The FuTUre realizes that if we 
were to ignore SG completely, not 
stick people with the "FuTUre's 
barbs" and in general, do whatever 
SG would like us to, SG would like 
us a lot more, the FuTUre would 
not receive snide comments at the 
SG meetings and SG would be a 
great help to us. However, we have 
found it necessary to overlook 
friendships and call a spade a spade 
when we see it. We have also run 
editorials discussing the building 
problem on campus, the use of the 
walkway around the Library, the 
landscaping, and many other 
"higher echelon" problems which 
the proper people have read and 
understood, and then done 
something about. 
As to the indication that the 
FuTUre has "never selected a 
positive goal and carried through 
with it" we would like to point out 
the examples above. If we were to 
run "let us all strive together to 
(Cnntinued on Next Page) 
~dltor-in-Chief ....... John Gholdston. 
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Steve Jones, Linda Mette! 
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The F uTUre Is the bl-monthly 
newspaper of Florida Technological 
University at Orlando, Florida. The 
FuTUre is published by President 
Charles N. Millican and written and 
edited by and for the students at Florida 
Technological University. 
. The FuTUre reserves the right to 
refuse to print any letters which are 
submitted. All letters must bear the full 
name and address of the penon .{or 
penons) submitting them. Names will be 
withheld on request. Address all letten 
to: Editor, FuTUre, P.O. Box 26267, 
Orlando, Florida, 32816 
Entered as second class matter at the 
post office at Orlando, Florida. 
FLORIDA TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY 
Fall Quarter 1969 Class Schedule 
TO Tiii: srunc::-r: 
The class schedule 11sts the hours, cl:iys, and rooms for courses and 
course sections to be offered at Florida Tcc!lnological llniver~ity durin~ 
the Fall Quarter, l !J69. Information related to university, Cf'llle!;c, :ind 
Major requi rel'.lents, as wel 1 as registration fees, may he ohtained hy con-
sulting the llniversity Aulletin Supplement availahlc at the P.egistrar's 
Office. 
PREFIXES ANIJ ABBREVIATIONS 
ARTS!l 
r.c -
r.cB 
L~ { 
sc .. 
S(7.AIJ[) 
p 
Art Studio 
General Classroom Building 
Classroon Illdg (hasement) 
Library Building 
Science 13ui lding 
Science Auditorium 
P11 (Oenotes classes which begin 
CONTI~UI:\G EnllCATIO~l 
TB!\ To Be Arran~cd 
VC Village Center 
T Tuesday 
R Thursday 
CE:-ITR Teaching Center 
llPJll Union Park .Tr. lli~h 
after 4 :OIJ pm) 
- Ii. listing of off-car.ipi1s and Continuin·g Education courses will appear 
in a separate schedule. 
ADVISE~·IE:\'T AND COUNSELI~IG 
All students should consult with their faculty adviser for advisement 
and counsel in!: pri'.or to registration. 0rientation and · adv-isement for new 
freshmen and trans fer students wi 11 be during the week of SEPTF.~1BER 22-26. 
Returning students will be counseled from SF.PTE~-fBER 29-30. During this 
time, students wiH fill out an -;Advisement and Trial Schedul,e for. the Fall 
Quarter. The comple~ed schedul~ -must he signed by the faculty adviser and 
present.cu at the time of registration. Students will not h_c admitted to 
registration without a completed and signed Advisement and Tr1al Schedule. 
R~gistration wi 11 he held on the second and third floors .'?f the Library 
Learning Resources Building on the dates and times listed below. · 
REGISTRATION 
WEDNESDAY Octqher 1 
8 :00 AH - 8: 30 PM Registration by appo-in·tment of retu-rning students. 
THURSDAY October 2 
8:00 Af.I - 6 :OU PM Registration by appointment of new full-time students. 
6 :00 P'f 9 :00 PM Registration by appointment of new part-time students .-
FRinAY ' October 3 
8:00 AM - 12 NOON Registration by ap!>ointment of ·-new full-ti me students 
and any students not previously registered. 
OTA BLDG PROBABLE 
LATE RF.\ilSTRATIO~I 
TIJF.S Dr\Y October 7 
6:00 P' I - 8:00 P'I Registration for late applicants and temporary 
students. 
FRIOAY October 10 
4:00 P~ I - 6:00 P~·I Last late registration. 
A late registration fee of $25.00 will be charged for registrations during 
the LATE REGISTRATION period. 
AOO-OROP POLICY 
With the approval of the student's adviser, courses may be added or 
dropped from the student's schedule during the official .'\dd-Dro~ period of 
October 7 through October 10. A $1.00 fee will be charged for each course 
added when the change is initiated by the student. 
.REFU'.l!D OF FEES 
CANCELLATION OR WITHDRAWAL 
Prior to tne first day of classes 
Prior to end of late registration 
After close of late registration 
RE\iISTRATION FEE OIIT-OF-STATE 
UNDERGRADUATE GRADUATE TIJ ITI0'.11 
$150 
120 
'.l!one 
$175 
14S 
None 
$300 
300 
None 
EXCEPTIONS: A full-time studcn·t involuntarily called to active duty with 
the armed forces, ·or who contracts an incapacitating illness 
Of such durat-ion and Severity as to ·prevent the successful 
completion of the academic program for the term enrolled wil 1 
be refunded fees on the fol lowing sche<lule: .- · -
Period Ending: 
During 1st week ·of classes 
During 2nd week of classes 
nuring 3rd week of classes 
During 4th week of classes 
After 4th week of classes 
REGISTRATION FF.E OlIT-OF-STATE 
UNDERGRADUATE GRADUATE TIJITION 
$120 
100 
8() 
60 
None 
$14S 
125 
lOS 
8S 
None 
$300 
260 
220 
18(l 
:~one 
No refunds w:l.11 be made l:lnder this policy except uron proper application. 
Commensurate refunds will be .made to p0:rt-time. students. 
In case of the death of a student anytime durinn the term of registratfon, 
full refund of fees will ·he !'lade, less $30. 
A full refund of music fees will be made if withdrawal i~ effected on or 
before the last day of th.e late rc~istration period. 
CLASSES FOR THE FALL QI/ARTER . BEr.l:'~ . '10Nf:lAY, OCTOBER 6 AT R: <JO A~-f 
Florida Technological University reserves the right to change the 
class schC'dule as needed to pro:'.lerly 1'1,eet the needs of students 
and the uni versi. ty. ·-, 
OTA 
PRC NO SEC COURSE TITLE 
ACCOUNTANCY 
H~S. TIME-DAY ROOM 1NSTRUCTOR PFX NO SEC COURSE TITLE HRS. TIME-DAY 
BLDG 'PROBABLE 
ROOM iNSTRUCTOR 
ACCY 101 01 BASIC CONCEPTS 
ACCY 101 02 BASIC CONCEPTS 
ACCY · 101 03 BASIC CONCEPTS 
ACCY 102 01 BASIC CONCEPTS 
ACCY 307 01 ACCNTG CONCEPTS 
AC.CY 311 01 INTERMED ACCNTG 
ACCY 314 01 ADV ACCNTG 
ACCY 321 . 01 COST ACCNTG 
ACCY 34i 01 GOVT ACCSTG 
AR-T 
ART 201 01 DESIGN 
ART 204 01 DRAWING 
ART 208 01 ANCNT, ~1EDVL ART 
AR'I' 
ART 
ART 
HSS 
llSS 
HSS 
llSS 
HSS 
l-ISS 
BIOL 
BIOL 
BIOL 
BIOL 
BIOL 
BIOL 
BIOL 
BIOL 
BIOL 
BIOL 
BIOL 
BIOL 
BIOL 
BIOL 
BIOL 
BOT 
BOT 
BOT 
BOT 
BOT 
BO'f 
BOT 
30S 01 
306 01 
307 01 
PAINTING 
SCUJ.PTURE 
DESIGN II 
ARTS AND SCIENCES IN HUMAN AFFAIRS 
490 01 SR SF.M: CO~f.fUNICATIONS 
490 02 SR SEM: ENG & AM LIT 
490 03 S~ SEM: LIT IN TRNSLTION 
490 04 SR SEM: IRJMANITIES 
4 90 05 SR SEM: PSYCHOLOGY 
490 06 SR SEM: SOCIOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
100 00 GF.NERAL BIOLOGY . 
100 01 
100 02 
101 11 
101 12 
101 13 
101 14 
101 15 
101 16 
101 17 
101 18 
101 19 
101 20 
101 21 
101 22 
BOTANY 
GENERAL BIOLOGY 
GENERAL BIOl.OGY 
GEN BIOL LAB 
GEN BIOL I.AB 
GEN BIOL LAB 
GEN BIOL LAB 
GEN BIOL lAB 
GEN BIOI. LAB 
GEN BIOL lAB 
GEN BIOL LAB 
GEN BIOi. LAB 
GEN BIOi. LAB 
GEN BIOL lAB 
GEN BIOL LAB 
100 00 GENERAL BOTANY 
101 11 GEN BOTANY LAB 
101 12 GEN BOTANY LAB 
101 13 GEN BOTANY lAB 
101 14 GE~ BOTANY LAB 
320 00 ~LANT ANATOMY 
320 01 PLANT ANAT LAB 
3 
3 
3 
3 
5 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
4 
8- 8:SO MWF 
11-11 :SO MWF 
12-12:SO MWF 
8- 8:SO MWF 
9- 9:Sfl DAILY 
. 8- 9:SO T 
8- 8:SO R 
10-10:50 T 
9-10:50 R 
10-10:50 ~fWF 
12- -l:SO T 
12-12:SO R 
2- 3:S-O MWF 
li'- 1:50 MWF 
8- S:SO T 
8- 9:SO R 
1- 3:50 TR 
7- 9:SO TR 
10-11 :SO ~twF 
8- 9:50 R 
9- 9:50 TR 
4- 4:SO MW 
2- 3:50 T 
9-10:50 T 
11-11 :50 TR 
11-12:-SO T 
12-12:50 R 
8- 8:SO MWF 
7- 7:50 ~IWF 
12- 2:SO M 
12- 2:50 M 
3- 5:50 M 
3- S:50 M 
"8-10:50 T 
8-lO:SO T 
12- 2:50 T 
12- 2:50 T 
3- S:SO T 
3- S : SO T 
7- 9:50 T 
8-lO:SO F 
9-10:50 T 
10-lO:SO R 
8-IO:SO w 
12- 2:SO w 
3- 5:SO w 
12- 2:SO R 
8- 8:SO T 
8- 9:SO R 
2- 4:50 M 
LR210 Sylvester 
LR233 Sylvester 
LR210 Sylvester 
LR2 33 Hartman 
LR213 Lukas 
LR210 Sylvester 
LR210 Sylvester 
LR3S9 Hartman 
LR359 Hartman 
· LR348 Hartman 
LR210 Hartman 
LR210 llartman 
ARTSD Eyfells 
ARTSn Lotz 
LR21S Lotz 
LR21S Lotz 
ARTSD Lotz 
p ARTSn "Eyfells 
ARTSD F.yfells 
SC33S 
GC126 
P LR3S5 
SC33S 
GC108 
LR356 
SC AUD 
SC AUD 
SC AUD 
P SCAUO 
SC114 
SClll 
SC114 
SClll 
SC114 
SC Ill 
SC114 
SCll l 
SC114 
SClll 
P SC114 
SClll 
SC AUD 
SC AUD 
SClll 
SC Ill 
SClll 
SClll 
SC217 
SC217 
SC217 
Kissel 
Brackney 
Cervone 
Levensohn 
Abbott 
Unkovic . 
~lann 
\fann 
Vickers 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Whittier 
Whittier 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
l~ittier 
.Whittier 
Whittier 
BOT 330 00 PLANT PHYSIOLOGY 
BOT 330 11 PLANf PHY.SLGY LAB 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
BADM 101 01 
BADM 101 02 
BADM 301 01 
BADM 301 02 
BADM 371 01 
BUSINESS 
BUSINESS 
BUS CONCEPTS 
BUS CONCEPTS 
BUSINESS LAW 
BADM 371 02 BUSINESS LAW 
BADM 371 03 BUSINESS LAW 
BADM 444 01 INTERNAT BUS OPRTN 
BADM 490* 01 BUS IN lllJMA.~ AFFAIRS 
BADM 49S 01 BUS POLICIES 
BADM 49S 02 BUS POLICIES 
* For Graduating Seniors Only 
CHEM 
CHEM 
CHEM 
CHEM 
CHEM 
CHEM 
CHEM 
CHEM 
CHEM 
CHEM 
CHEM 
CHEM 
CHEM 
CHEM 
CHEM 
CHEM 
C~M 
CllE~I 
CllEM 
CHEM 
CHF.M 
CHE~I 
CllEM 
CllE~I 
CHEM 
CtlE:'-1 
CHEM 
CllE~I 
CHEM 
CHEM 
CllEM 
CllDI 
CHEM 
CHEMISTRY 
100 01 
111 01 
lll 11 
111 12 
111 13 
111 14 
111 15 
111 16 
112 01 
114 01 
121 OI 
121 11 
121 12 
121 13 
121 14 
121 IS 
121 16 
121 17 
121 18 
121 19 
121 20 
122 01 
124 01 
161 " 01 
261 01 
3SS 01 
36S 01 
367 01 
431 01 
441 -01 
4Sl 01 
491 01 
499 01 
FRESH ORIENTATION 
GENERAL .CHEMISTRY 
GEN CHEM DISC 
GEN CHEM DISC 
GEN CHEM DISC 
GEN CHEM DISC 
GEN CHE~1 DISC 
GEN CHEM DISC 
GENERAL CHEHISTRY 
GEN CHEM LAB 
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
ORGANIC CHEM DISC 
ORGANIC CHEM DISC 
ORGANIC CHEM DISC 
ORGANIC CllF.M IHSC 
ORGANIC CHE~1 DISC 
ORGANIC CHF.M DISC 
ORGANIC 'HE~! DlSC 
ORGANIC CHE~! l>ISC · 
ORGANIC CHP1 DISC 
ORGANIC CllE11 DISC 
ORGANIC CllEmSTRY 
ORGANIC Cllf.\I LAB 
CHEM PRINCIPALS 
CHEM FUNIWIENTALS 
CHEM INSTR MED LAB 
PHYS CHE~! ~IF.ASR.'f.'ITS 
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY 
INORGANIC: CHEMISTRY 
13IOCl-IEMISTRY 
ANAL LAB TF.CllNIQUF.S 
CONTEMPORARY Cl IE~1 
UNDERGRAD RESEARCll . 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
s 
s 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
3 
1 
1 
. 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
'.? 
3 
3 
3 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
11-11 .:50 MWF 
2- 4 :.SQ T 
10-11:50 TR 
8- 8:50 mRF 
9- 9:SO MWF 
7- 9:50 w 
8- 9:SO T 
8- 8:SQ R 
10-10:50 T 
9-IO:SO R 
7- 9:50 T 
2-: 2:SO T 
1-l 2:50 R 
8- 8:SO TR 
3- 4:50 MW 
3- 3:SO F 
3- 4:SO TR 
4- 4:50 F 
11-11 :SO R 
1- 1: :SO :.twf 
. 8- 8:SO T 
11-ll:SO T 
12-12:SO T 
1- 1;50 T 
4- 4:SO T 
7- 7:SO T 
8- 8:SO MWF 
7- 9:50 R 
10-lO:SO MWF 
4- 4:SO w 
4- 4:SO W 
7- 7:SO w 
7- 7:SO w 
11-ll :SO R 
11-11 :SO· R 
1- l:SO R 
1- l:SO R 
4- 4:SO R 
4- 4:SO .R 
9- 9:SO ~IWF 
12- S:SO T 
12-12 50 ~n~F 
10-10 50 \fl\'F 
1- 4 SO TR 
12- S SO T 
10-10 50 MWF 
8- 8 SO ~n~F 
4- 4 SO ~!WF 
1- 4 50. MW 
7- 9 50 T 
TBA 
SC2 l 7 Iii lls. 
SC217 Hills 
LR210 Friday 
GCB03 Williams 
SCAUD Mahaffey 
P LR213 Staff 
LR233 '.·tahaffcy 
LR233 Mahaffey 
LR233 Mahaffey 
LR233 ~.fahaffey 
P LR213 Kledzik 
LR2lz° '1cAleer 
LR212 McAleer 
LR213 Gilliland 
LR212 Teeple 
LR212 Teeple 
P LR212 Staff . 
P LR212 Staff 
sens 
SC AUD 
SC106 
SC106 
SC106 
SC106 
_P SC106 
P SC106 
SC33S 
P SC106 
SC AUD 
P SC106 
P SC109 
P SC106 
P SC109 
SC106 
SC109 
SC106 
SC109 
p SC11J6 
P SC109 
SC335 
sr.110 
SCAIJD 
SCllS 
SC3.06 
SC310 
GCB14 
SCliS 
P SC115 
SC306 
P SC115 
Baker 
Youngblood 
Staff 
Staff · 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Cwmingham 
Youngblood 
Wheeler · 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Juge 
Staff 
llertel 
Hertel 
~lcGee 
Clausen 
Clausen 
Clausen 
Cunningham 
McGee 
Baker 
Staff 
OTR 
PFX NO SEC COURSE TITLE 
CO!-IMUNICATIONS 
HRS. TIME-DAV 
. -
COM 100 01 BASIC cmr-1tNICATIONS 
COM 310 01 HIST '·IOTION PICS 
CO~! 411 01 LEGAL RESP ~-!ASS ~!ED I A 
CO~t 499 01 UNDERGRAn RSRCll 
CO~PUTER SCIENCES 
C0'fP 101 01 
CO~IP 102 01 
CO~f P ·102 02 
C:O~IP 102 03 
COMP 102 04 
C:0"1P 102 OS 
cmtP 201 01 
CO\IP 301 01 
COMP 461 01 
ECONOmcs 
INTRO TO CO~IP SCI 
COMP "PRO GRAMM DIG 
COMP PIWl.RAM\IING 
co~.fP PROGRAM!o!ING 
COMP PROGRA~l!-fINI. 
COMP PROGRA.\l\flNG 
ALGRTI l'IS li PROGRAM 
DATA STRUCTURES 
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 
ECON 201 01 PRJNC OF ECON 
ECON 201 02 PRINC OF ECON 
ECON 20 l 03 PR INC OF ECON · 
ECON 201 04 PRINC OF ECON 
ECON 201 OS PRINC OF ECON 
ECON 201 06 PRINC OF ECON 
EC.ON 202 01 PRINC OF ECON 
ECON 202 02 PRINC OF ECON 
ECON 202 03 PRTNC OF ECON 
ECON 203 O.l PRINC OF ECON 
ECON 3111 01 !NTERMEO PRICE THEORY 
ECON 321 01 BUS & ECON STAT 
F.CON 321 02 BUS & ECON STAT 
ECON 371 01 MATH ECONOMICS 
ECON 401 01 MANAfil:lRIAL ECON 
ECON 401 02 MANAGERIAL ECON 
ECON 441 01 ECONOiuc .DEVEL. 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
12-12:SO ~1\'IF 
I- · 2:SO T 
1- l:SO R 
12 - 12 : 5 0 ~1\~F 
2- 2:SO ~f\ff 
S- S: SO ~1\~F 
9- 9:SO \fWF 
9- 9: SO Ml'iF 
3- 3:SO MWF 
6- 6:SO MWF 
6- 6:SO Ml'/F 
11-11 :SO ~1\ff 
2- 2 :SO ~fl\'F 
4- 4:50 MWF 
10-10: so 1-fi\'F ' 
10-10:50 ~1WF 
11-11 :SO T 
· ll-12:SO R 
2- 2:SO MWF 
3- 3:SO MWP 
10-lO:SO T 
9-lO:SO R 
11-ll:SO 'l\'/F 
8- 9:SO T 
8- 8:SO R 
10-10:SO T 
. 9- 10: 50 R 
8- 8:50 T 
S- 9:50 R 
!l- !l: 50 ~ffWF 
1- 1:50 MI'WF 
8- 8:SO m'WF 
10-10:50 MWF 
11-ll:SO 1--fl'/F 
12-l.2:SO MWf .. 
8- 8: 50 Ml\'F 
EDUCATION {BUSINESS EDUCATION) 
EDBE 101 Ol INTRO TYPEWRITING 
·EDBE 103 01 COM PROD II (ADV TYPF.) 
EDBE 201 01 PRINC SHORTHAND 
3 1- 1:50 MWF 
3 3- 3:50 MWF 
3 · 10-10:50 MWF-
EDBE 301 01 SHORTHAND DICT . 3 8- 8:50 MWF 
EDUCATION (ELEMENTARY EDUCATION) 
EDEL 301 01 MATH PROG IN ELEM SCHOOL 3 
EDEL 302 01 TCHG MATH IN ELEM SCHOOL 3 
EDEL 306 01 MUSIC IN ELEM SCHOOL 3 
EDEL 306 02 MUSIC IN ELEM SCHOOL 3 
EDEL 307 01 LIT FOR CHILDREN 3 
EDEL 311 01 BASIC FOUND READING 3 
EDEL 3i2 01 READING IN ELEM SCH 3 
EDEL 31S 01 SCI PROG ELEM SCHOOL 3 
EDEL 316 01 ELEM SCHOOL CURRIC 3 
EDEL 317 01 SOC SCI PROG ELEM SCH 3 
EDEL 405 01 LANG ARTS IN ELEM SCH 5 
EDEL 406 01 ART IN ELEM SCHOOL . 3 
EDEL 406 04 ART IN ELEM SCHOOL 3 
EDEL 406 03 ART IN ELEM SCHOOL 3 
EDEL 406 04 ART IN ELEM SCHOOL 3 
EDEL 407 01 DIAG, TRTMNT RD DIFF 3 
EDEL 407 02 DIAG, TRTI-INT RD DIFF 3 
EDEL 408 01 TCHG SCI IN ELEM SCH 3 
EDEL 408 02 TCHG SCI IN ELEM SCH 3 
EDEL 409 01 TCHG SOC SCI ELEM SCll 3 
EDEL 409 02 TCIIG sOC SCI ELEM SCH 3 
EDEL 409 03 TCHG SOC SCI ELEl-1 SCH 3 
EDEL 41S 01 TCIIG ELEM HLTJI & PE 3 
EDEi.· 41S 02 TCJIG ELEM HLTll & PE 3 
EDEL 41S 03 TCIIG ELEM llLTll ft PE 3 
EDEL 41S 04 TCHG F.LEM JILTII [j PE 3 
EDEL 41S 05 TCJIG ELEM llLTII & PE 3 
1- 3:50 M 
1- 3:50 R 
6- 8:SO M 
6- 8:50 T 
6- 8:50 R 
1- 3:SO w 
1- 3:50 M 
1- 3:50 w 
TBA 
1- 3:50 F 
1- 3:SO M 
1- 2:50 F 
6- 8:50 w 
.10-10:50 MWF 
2- 2:50 m\'F 
9-10:50 T 
9- 9:50 R. 
8- 9:50 T 
8- 8:50 R 
10-lO:SO T 
9-lO:SO R 
2- 3:SO T 
2- 2:50 R 
4- 4:50 T 
3- 4:50 R 
ll .. 11 :50 MWF 
12:-12:50 :.tWF 
6- 8:SO R 
11-12 :SO T 
11-11 :SO R 
1- 2:50 T 
2- 2:SO R 
11-11 :SO TR 
4- 4:50 T 
11-11 :50 TR 
12-12 : SO T 
1- l:SO TR 
12-12:50 R 
EDUCATION (PHYSICAL EDUCATION - PROFESSIONAL) 
EDPE 305 01 REHAB TRAINING TF.Cll 
EDPE 309 01 KINESIOL-OGY 
EDPE 322 01 EX PIIY RESP 
EDPE 324 01 INST ANAL TENNIS 
EDPE 324 02 INST ANAL TENNIS 
EDPE 327 01 INST ANAL GOLF 
EDPE 405 01 ADMIN SEC PHYS ED 
EDPE 406 01 ADMIN. ELE~I PHYS ED 
3 
s 
5 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
8- 8:SO T 
8- 9:SO ·R 
9-ll:SO T 
10-11: SO R 
8-10:50 M 
8- 9:SO w 
4- 4:SO MW 
8- 9:SO F 
10-11 :SO F 
11-11 :SO M 
10- ll:SO w 
11-11 :SO T 
ll-12:SO R 
EDUCATION (PHYSICAL EDOCATION - ENVIRO!'NE?-rfAL STUDIES) 
ESPE 304 01 GOLF LECTURE 
GOLF LAB 
ESPE 305 01 TENNIS LECTURE 
TJ:NNIS LAB 
ESPE 30S 02 TENNIS LECTURE 
TENNIS LAB 
EDUCATION (PROFESSIONAL LABORATORY) 
EDPL 407* 01 STUDEITT TEACHIN(; 
EDPL 407* 02 STUDENT TEACHING 
EDPL 407* 03 STUDENT TEACHING 
F.DPL 407* 04 STUDEITT TEACllING 
EDPL 408 01 TCHG STRATEGIES 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
9 
3 
1- l:SO MW 
2- 2:so ~w 
1- l:SO TR 
2- 2:SO TR 
1- 1 :SO ~1W 
2- 2 :SO ~IW 
8-11: 30 DAILY 
8-11: 30 DAILY 
8-11: 30 DAILY 
8- 3:30 DAILY 
1- 3:SO w 
BLDG PROBABLE 
ROOM INSTRUCTOR 
LR348 r.rasty 
SCAUD Smith 
SC AUD 
SC 335 0' Keefe 
LR215 Kissel 
P LR35S Wheeler 
GC126 Falconer 
GC130 Staff 
GC130 Falconer 
P LR240 Staff 
P GC125 Staff 
GC130 Falconer 
GC130 Falconer 
P LR232 .Jones 
LR210 Friday 
LR233 Friday 
l.R2 32 Fri.day 
LR232 Fridav 
LR210 Raffa· 
LR210 Raffa 
GC.124 Raffa 
l.C124 Raffa 
LR245 Xander 
LR232 Xander 
l.R232 Xander 
l.R232 Xander 
LR232 Xander 
GC125 White 
r.r.12s White 
l.R215 Hicks 
LR212 White 
GCBIO White 
LR21S Xander 
·LR240 Hicks 
LR213 Hicks 
LR21S Raffa 
LR244 Wise 
LR244 Wise 
LR244 Wise 
LR244 Wise 
LR3S7 Brumbaugh 
LR348 Kysilka 
P LR35 7 Staff 
P LR3S6 Staff 
P LR3S6 Anderson 
LR3S6 Thompson 
LR3S6 Anderson 
LR348 Esler 
Martin 
LR3S6 Staff 
LR348 Thompson 
LR348 Thompson 
P LR356 Weidenheimer 
LR359 Weidenheimer 
GCB14 Weidenheimer 
GC130 Weidenheimer 
GC130 Weidenheimer 
LR357 Anderson 
LR357 Anderson 
Ll_l3S7 Anderson 
LR357 Anderson 
LR3S7 Esler 
LR357 Esler 
P LR3S7 Esler 
P LR357 F.slcr 
LR359 Staff 
GCB13 Staff 
P J.R357 Staff 
l.R3S7· Renner 
LR3S7 Renner 
GC128 Rennet 
r.Cl28 Renner 
LR233 Hunter · 
P GC128 llunter 
LR240 Clark 
FIF.LD Clark 
J.R3S 7 Cl.ark 
FTELn Clark 
LR3S6 llunter 
LR356 Hunter 
SC217 Cleland 
SC217 Cleland 
LR3S6 Cleland 
LR3S6 Cleland 
P LR3S6 Rohter 
LR3S6 Rohter 
LR356 Rohter 
LR3S6 Rothberg 
LR356 Rothberg 
LR359 Rothberg 
LR359 Rot~bcrg 
FIELD Cleland 
FIELD Cleland 
FIELD Hunter 
FIELD Hunter 
FIELD Hunter 
FIELD Hunter 
CENTR Leffler 
CENTR Martin 
CENTR Rothberg 
CENTR Poe 
CF.l'\1TR Poe 
* STUDENT TEACHING begins the second week of classes; assignments 
will be announced during the first week of classes. 
EDUCATION (SECONDARY EDUGATION) 
ELJSE 30S 01 SEC SCHOOL CURRICULUM 
EDSE 307 01 ENG INSTR ANALYSIS 
EDSE 309 01 SCI INSTR ANALYSIS 
EDSE 405 01 BUS INSTR ANALYSIS II 
3 
4 
4 
3 
1- 3:SO w 
1- 4:SO I 
1- 4:SO M 
3- 3:SO T 
3- 4:50 R 
LR3S7 Wood 
GCBlO Wood 
GCBlO Esler 
LR244 ~-filler 
LR244 ~Ii 1 ler 
PFX NO SEC COURSE TITLE 
EDSE 4iS 01 READING IN SEC SCH 
EDSE 493 01 CONTEMP ~IATH 
(OR ~IATH 491) 
EDUCATION (TEACHING ANALYSIS) 
EDTA 206 01 lnJMAN DEVELOPMENT 
EDTA 206 02 HUMAN DEVELOP~·IENT 
EDTA 206 03 HU~IAN DEVELOP~!ENT 
EDTA 206 04 Hill-IAN DEVELOPMENT 
EDTA 305 01 EVALUATION 
EDTA 305 02 EVALUATION 
EDTA 306 01 LEARNING THEORY 
EDTA 306 02 LEARNING THF.ORY 
EDTA 307 01 TEACHING ANALYSIS 
EDTA 307 02 · TEACHING ANALYSIS -
EDTA 307 03 TEACHING ANALYSIS 
EDTA 307 04 TEACHING ANALYSIS 
. EDTA 307 OS TEACHING ANALYSIS 
EDTA 307 06 TEACHING ANALYSIS 
EDTA 307 07 TEACHING ANALYSIS 
EDTA 307 08 TEACHING ANALYSIS 
EDTA 307 09 TEACllING ANALYSIS 
EDTA 307 10 TEACHING ANALYSIS . 
EDTA 490 01 EDUC IN l·fiJMAN AFFRS 
EL>TA 490 02 ELJUC IN llU~IAN AFFRS 
EDT.A 490 03 EDUC IN HUMAN AFFRS 
EDTA 490 04 EDUC IN HUMAN AFFRS 
EDTA 490 05 EDUC IN l~IAN AFFRS 
EDTA 490 06 EDUC IN Hlff.IAN AFFRS 
EDTA 602 01 lnJM DEVEL & LRNG 
EDTA 603 01 ~!SRMNT & EVAL 
ENGINEERING (ENGINEERING CORE) 
ENGR 101 00 EN.GR GRAPllICS· 
ENGR 101 01 ENGR GRAPHICS LAB 
E~GR 101 02 ENGR GRAPHICS LAB 
ENGR 101 03 ENGR GRAPHICS LAB 
ENGR 101 20 ENGR GRAPHICS 
E~GR 101 21 ENGR GRAPHICS LAB 
ENGR 101 22 ENGR GRAPllICS I.AB 
ENGR 101 23 ENGR GRAPHICS LAB 
ENGR 103 00 CREATIVE DESIGN 
ENGR 103 01 CREAT OF.SIGN RECIT 
ENGR 103 02 CREAT DESIGN RECIT 
ENGR 111 00 ENGR CONCEPTS 
E~GR 111 01 ENGR CONCEPTS LAB 
ENGR 111 02 ENGR CONCEPTS LAB 
ENGR 111 03 ENGR CONCEPTS LAB 
ENGR 111 20 ENGR CONCEPTS 
ENGR 111 21 ENG~ CONCEPTS LAB 
ENGR 111 22 ENGR CONCEPTS LAB 
ENGR 111 23 ENGR CONCEPTS LAB 
ENGR 151 00 CHEM FNDTNS ENGR 
ENGR '. 151 01 CHEM PNDTNS RECIT 
ENGR lSl 02 CHEM FNDTNS RF.CIT 
ENGR 151 03 CHEM FNDTNS RECIT 
ENGR lS l 20 CHE~f FNDTNS ENGR 
ENGR lSl 21 CHEM FNOTNS RECIT 
ENGR 151 22 CHE~1 FNDTNS RF.CIT 
ENGR lSl 23 CHEM FNDTNS RECIT 
ENGR 201 00 ENGR DESIGN CASE STUD 
ENGR 211 01 ENGR ANALYSIS STATICS 
ENGR 211 02 ENGR ANALYSIS STATICS 
ENGR 211 03 ENGR ANALYSIS STATICS 
ENGR 211 04 ENr.R ANALYSIS ST/I.TICS 
ENGR 221 01 ~LECTRICAL SCI I 
ENGR 221 02 ELECTRICAL SCI I 
ENGR 221 03 ELECTRICAL SCI I 
ENGR 221 04 ELECTRICAL SCI I 
ENGR 311 01 ENGR ANAL IJYNAmcs 
ENGR 312 01 ~1ECH OF 'IATERIALS 
ENGR 321 01 · PRINC ELF.C F.NGR 
ENGR 322 ~l ELEC NETWORKS 
ENGR 323 01 ELECTRONIC ENGR 
ENGR 331 01 THERMODYNAMICS 
ENGR 332 01 FLUID ~1ECHANICS 
ENGR 341 01 ENGR ECON ANALYSIS 
ENGR 341 02 ENGR ECON ANALYSIS 
ENGR 341 03 ENGR ECON ANALYSIS 
ENGR 342 01 SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 
ENGR 351 01 STRUCT PROP mRLS 
ENGR 3Sl 02 STRUCT PROP ~ITRLS 
ENGR 352 01 · l>ITRLS OF ENGR 
ENGR 361 01 :.!AN & ENVIRONMENT 
ENGR 361 02 :'>!AN & ENVIRONMENT 
ENGR 371 01 PROB Ii STAT FOR ENGR 
ENGR 431 01 TRANSPORT PROC 
ENGR 442 01 OPERATIONS RF.SEARCH 
ENGR 443 01 ENGR ADMINISTRATION 
ENGR 481 01 l·IAN f, MACHINE 
ENGR 482 01 ENGR & TECH IN HIST 
ENGR 482 02 ENGR & TECll IN HIST 
ENGR 483 01 TECH ~ SOC CHANGE 
ENGR 490 00 SENIOR sr:mNAR 
ENGR 490 01 SR SEMINAR DISC 
ENGR 490 02 SR SEMINAR DISC 
ENGR 490 03 SR SEMINAR DISC 
ENGR 490 04 SR SEMINAR DISC 
E:-JGR 490 20 SENIOR SE:.t!NAR 
ENG~ 490 21 SR SEMINAR DISC 
ENGR 490 22 SR SE\IINAR DISC 
ENGR 490 23 SR SE~II NAR OISC 
ENGR 490 24 SR SEm:-JAR DISC 
OTR 
HRS. TIME-DAV 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
5 
s 
5 
s 
s 
5 
5 
s 
5 
5 
2 
2 · 
2 
-2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
s 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
7- 7:50 T 
6- 7:S9 R 
5:.. 6:SO T 
6- 6:SO R 
8- 8:SO MWF 
1- 1: 50 ~11'/P 
9- 9 :SO ~!\'IF 
9-10:50 T 
9- 9:SO R 
1- 3:SO T 
1- 3:~0 F 
1- 3:SO R 
1- 3:SO T 
8- 9:SO T 
8-lO:SO R 
10-12:SO T 
ll-12:SO R 
1- 3:SO T 
1- 2:SO R 
6- 8:SO M 
6- 7:50 w 
8-lO:SO M 
8- 9:SO w 
11-12 :SO 'I 
8-IO:SO F 
10-12:SO w 
11-12:50 F 
1- 3:SO M 
1- 2:SO w 
4- S:SO M 
1- 3:SO F 
8-lO:SO T 
8- 9:50 R 
10-11 :SO T 
10-11 :SO M 
10-11:50 w 
10-11:50 R 
10-11:50 F 
2- 3:SO T 
6- 8:50 M 
6- 8:50 M 
9- 9:50 TR 
1- 2:50 ~I 
! = 2:SO T 
1- 2 :SO W 
11-11 :SO TR 
1- 2:50 R 
1- 2:50 F 
S- 6:SO T 
1- 1:50 TR 
1- 2:50 M 
1- 2:SO w 
8- 8:50 TR 
3- 4 :50 ~·1 
3- 4:SO T 
3- 4:SO w 
1- I :SO ~. l\'l 
3- 4:SO R 
3- 4 :SO F 
5- 6:SO M 
10-IO:SO TR 
1- 2: so 'f 
1- 2:50 T 
1- 2:SO w 
2- 2 :SO ~fl'/ 
1- 2:SO R 
1- 2:SO F 
3- 4:50 ~f 
3- 3:SO TR 
8- 8: SO. ~.ffl'/F 
10-lfl:Sf) ml'IF 
1- 1 : SO ~ITl'/F 
7- 8: so \fl1 
8- 8: SO ~ITl'/F 
11-11 : so im'IF 
2- 2:so mwr 
7- 8:50 TR 
9- 9 :SO ~ITl'/F 
3- 3: so ~m'/F 
3- 4:50 R 
2- 2:SO ~r.·TF 
1- 2:SO R 
4- 4: so '.(\'/F 
5- 6:SO T 
12-12:SO ~1ll'F 
1- 2:SO T 
2- '2 :SO ~rrl'/F 
11-11 : 50 Ml'/F 
3- 4:SO T 
10-lO:SO ~1\'lF 
3- 3:SO MWF 
8- 8:SO ~f\\IF 
9- 9:SO Ml'/F 
11-11 :50 M\'/F 
10-10:50 ~ 
12-12 :50 Ml'IF 
8- 8:SO M\'iF 
10-10:50 ~IWF 
1- 1 : 50 Ml'/F 
8- 8 :50 MWF 
3- 3 : 50 Ml'/F 
12-12:50 Ml'/F 
11-11 :50 ~IWF 
9- 9 :SO 1'H'/F 
10-10 : SO Ml\'F 
1- 1:50 T 
1- 2:SO R 
12-12:SO T 
12-12:SO R 
12-12:SO R 
12-12:SO R 
12-12:SO R 
12-12:SO R 
12-12:SO T 
12-12 :SO T 
12-12:SO T 
12-12:50 T 
ENGI NEERING (CIVIL ENGI!-IEEnDIG Ci ENVIRm~IENTAL SCIE~CES) 
CEES 3Sl 01 STR!JCT rn:cHANICS 
CEES 361 01 TR~SPRTATIO~ F.NGR 
CEES 443 01 CONT 'IECllJ\NIC:S 
CEES 462 01 TRAFFIC E~GR 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3- 3 :SO ~fWF 
12-12 :SO ~fiff 
6- R:50 ~ I 
6- 8:50 T 
BLDG 'PROBABLE 
ROOM • iNSTRUCTOR 
P LR3S9 Thompson 
P LR3S9 Thompson 
P LR24S Brumhaugh 
P LR24S Bru~baugh 
LR3S7 ~tcLafo 
LR233 Hoover 
!.R3S7 ~kLain 
GCB13 Hoover 
GCB13 Hoover 
LR3S6 Cowgill 
LR3S7 Cowgill 
LR3S6 ~lussman 
LR348 Hussman 
GC129 Wood 
GC129 Wood . 
GC129 McLain 
GC129 ~-icLain 
GC129 Leffler 
GC129 Leffler 
P GC129 Kysilka 
P C.Cl29 Kysilka 
GC129 Sulloway 
GC129 Sulloway 
GC129 Hoover 
GC129 Hoover 
GC129 Brumbaugh 
GC129 Brumbaugh 
GC129 ~lussman 
GC129 Mussman 
P GC129 Leffler 
GC129 Leffler 
GC128 Kysilka 
GC12S Kysilka 
LR21S Staff 
LR3S8 Staff 
LR358 Staff 
LR215 Staff 
LR3S8 Staff 
LR358 Staff 
P LR215 Staff 
P SC335· Staff 
r.CBlS Ward 
GCB04 Ward 
-GCD04 '·fyrick 
GCB04 Ward · 
GCB15 Ward 
GC!304 ~lyrick 
GC.B04 Ward 
P GCD04 'lyrick 
LR245 Wall 
GC121 Jenkins 
GC121 Schrader 
GCBlS Rapson 
GCB04 Rapson 
GCB04 Rapson 
GCB04 Myrick · 
r.ca1s v·entre 
GCB04 Ventre 
GCB04 \fyrick 
P GCBM Evans 
GCBlS - Smith 
SC211 Kujawa 
GC130 Kujawa 
SC211 Smith 
\.CBlS Staff 
GC130 Staff 
SC211 Staff 
sr.211 Smith 
SCAll() ~l:lthews 
l.R239 Clapp 
LR239 \'cntre 
LR239 Ranson 
P LR233 ~ly;.i ck 
l.CB13 'kCarter 
GCIH3 
GCB13 
P .LR232 
GCB1:8 
LR233 
SC21J8 
GCR18 
SC211 
P l.C.Rl3 
P SC:211 
r.c1:m 
SC211 
GCB16 
GCB14 
SC2fl8 
GC130 
LR232 
GC130 
GCB13 
SC211 
SC211 
SC211 
GCB18 
GC1H8 
LR213 
GCB04 
C.CJH6 
LR212 
l.CB18 
GCBlS 
GCBl5 
GCB18 
GCB18 
GCBlS 
LR21S 
LR348 
LR3S6 
LR357 
GCBlS 
LR215 
LR348 
LR359 
LR232 -
Erickson 
~-la thews 
Staff 
Wal 1 
.Jenkins 
.Jenkfos 
. Staff 
Staff -
Staff 
Staff 
McCa'l"ter 
'lcCarter 
Ventre 
\'/all 
Wall 
Ward 
\.lanp 
noering 
Clapp 
Smith 
Jenl:ins 
Smith 
t.fcLellon 
~.fcLel lon 
noering 
Evans 
Schrader 
noering 
~-kLellon 
Ila rt man 
Hartman 
Kersten 
Kersten 
Hartman 
Erickson 
Staff 
Smith 
Block 
lfartman 
Ward 
Clapp 
' fyrick 
Jenkins 
GC121 Block 
l.CB04 ffartman 
P LR3!'.;6 Staff 
P LR239 Staff 
f 
• 1-
- I -
• • ,,.,c 
.. 
L...... 
PF_)( OTA"' BLDG -PROBABLE NO SEC COURSE TITLE HRS. TIME·DAY ROOM INSTRUCTOR 
F.~GJNEERI~G (ELECTRICAL E~!r.I~EE!lI 'iG Fi CO'r!TJ'-:ICATIOt\ SCIE.!C-CS) 
EECS 
EECS 
EECS 
EECS 
EECS 
311 01 Sh'ITCllI~G TI!EORY 
3'.?l 01 ELF.C 'iF.TWORKS 
.331 01 ELECTRO~·lr:CllA.'HCS 
341 01 ELECTRO'-IAI. Fif:LOS 
461 01 sr:mcmmucron ur:v 
3 
:; 
:; 
3 
3 
9- 9:50 ' !\ff 
3- 3:SO ·r.~y: 
11-11 : 5 o : n·:r 
rn-1 n: sri ·111·r: 
c,_ R: sn R 
SC3l'l 'lcCartcr 
r.crn3 Staff 
SC335 :.tathcws 
SC 310 Erickson 
' p r.C:IH3 ' lcCartcr 
IE~·!S 
E.'.llGIN'EERING (E~!Gl :--!EER t~:G ~t'\TER Ii\1.S SC: IE'iCES) 
4Sl 01 : !CCII PROP : t<\TEIUAl.S 3 6- S:Sn R p sr.:~11 .Jenkins 
E!>IGI !H:ERT'.~G (D!ll!ISTRIAL E~<;T:ffEl~ J:\G l; :-1!\~~AGE'IE~!T SYSTE'IS) 
JE'IS .331 01 WORK A:-lAL Ci Df:SIG: ~ 3 10-10:50 TR 
3- 4 : SO T 
SC~ll 
SC::!ll 
Sc~rader 
Schra<lcr 
ENGJNEERISG (~!F.CllA~ICAL E~GI~EEP.I!>!G Ii AEROSPACE SCIF.~;crs) 
: tEAS 3Sl 01 :.rSR.'INT SYSTEMS F.~IGR 
:.fEAS 371 01 FLUID ~IECllANICS 
~·IEAS 372 01 TllER.~10 '·IECll SYSTE:IS 
'.IEAS 423 01 VIBRATIO~ A'lALYSIS 
cNGLISll 
ESG 101 01 COMPOSITION 
ENG 101 02 COMPOSITION 
F.NG 101 03 COMPOSITION 
ENG 101 04 COMPOSITIO~ 
ENG 101 OS COMPOSITION 
ENG 101 06 COMPOSITION 
ENG 101 01· C0!-1roSITION 
E:-IG · 101 08 COMP:QSI'l'I.ON 
ENG 101 09 COMPOSI'f .ICJN:. I 
F.NG 101 10 COMPOSITION 
ENG 
ENG 
ENG 
ENG 
-· E~G 
E~G 
r:~G 
E~G 
ENG 
E~G 
ENG 
102 01 COMPOSlTION II 
103 01 CURRENT I.IT 
l03 02 CURRENT LIT 
210 01 PRIN0 OF LIT 
211 01 SllRV E~G LIT TO .162S 
300 01 EXPOSITORY WRITl:-lG 
301 01 PROF REPORT \\'RT~:G 
301 O'.? PROF REPORT l'ffi.TNG 
301 03 PROF REPORT 1\IRT~IG 
301 04 PROF REPOn.T lmT'.'!G 
302 01 CREATl\'f; IVl{T;~G 't 
ENG -311 01 SURV .4:.f LIT TO 186S 
ENG 314 01 SIJRV E'.\/G LIT TO 1914 
ENG 361 01 PRACTICAL CRITICIS~I 
ENG 371 01 PRINC OF l.I~GU~STICS 
E~G 424 01 18TH CF.NTURY LIT 
ENG 430 01. CHAUCER 
ENG 431 01 SllKSPRE COMEDIES 
ENG 4Sl 01 BRIT Ii AM FICT FR 1900 
ENG 465 . 01 LIT FOR ADOLESCENTS 
ENG 497 01 UNDERGRAD SEmNAR 
FINANCE 
FIN 301 01 FINANCE 
FIN 301 02 FINANCE 
FIN 3Zl 01 INVEST~mNTS 
FIN 411 en FIN INSTITUTIONS 
FIN 601 01 CAP BUDGETING · 
FRENCll 
FRE 101 C:ll El.EM FRE LANG fj CI\' 
FRE 101 02 Et.EM FRE LANG fr CIV 
FRE 201 01 INTRM FRE LANG Ii CTV 
FRE 303 01 ADV CONVERSATION 
FRF. . 311 01 SORVE¥ FRE LIT I 
GEOI..OGY 
GEOL 100 01 PHYSlCAL r.r:m;or,y-
<~EOL 101 01 PllYSICAL GEOJ. LAB 
GEOI. 101 02 PllYS ICAL c;c:o1. LAB. 
GER 101 01 EI.Pl .Gm LANG Ii CI\' 
HISTORY 
HIST 201 01 WEST CULT & CIV 
HIST 201 02 WEST CULT & CIV 
HIST 201 03 WEST CULT & CIV 
HIST 311 01 AMERICAN l:flSTORY 
HIST 311 02 AMERICAN HISTORY 
HIST 330 01 LAT AMER HISTORY 
HIST 413 01 US HIST 17-89-1824 
HIST 414 01 US lllST 1820- 1860 
HIST 4SS 01 AGE REFORM & P.NLIGIIT 
HIST 461 01 MEDVL ENG HISTORY 
HIST- 497 01 HIST IND STUDY 
HUMANITIES 
HUM 301 01 \VEST HUM I 
HUM 301 02 WEST •RJM I 
HUM 301 03 WEST IRJM I 
HUM 301 04 WEST HUM I 
HUM 301 OS \VEST HUM I 
HUM 301 06 WEST HUM I 
HUM 301 07 WEST HUM I 
HUM 301 08 WEST IRJM I 
HUM 301 09 WEST llUM I 
3 
.) 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
·3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
s 
s 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
s 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
9- 9:SO TP. 
3- 4:51) R 
9- 9: SO ~· 11'/F 
11J-1o:sn ~n·: r-
11-11: Sr) ~ fl'IF 
8- 9: 5n ·.1 
9- !!:Sn F 
8- 9 :50 '! 
R- 8:50 F 
8- 9:SO T 
8- 8:5() R 
8- 9:5n T 
9- 9:50 R 
. 8-9:SOW 
8- 8:50 F 
8- !.J:SO W 
9- 9:SO r: 
4- ' 5: so '·f 
4- '1: SO IV 
5- fl :so .. r 
s- s:so n 
5- 6:50 T 
S- 5:SO R. 
4- S :SO 'I 
S.- 5: so W 
10-10:50 T 
10-11 :50 R 
3- 3:50 '"~r: 
S- 6:50 T 
5- 5:50 R 
10-1o:so rn~r: 
1-l:SO'!l·.'F 
4- 4 :SO 'fll'F 
12-12:SO 'l\\'F 
2- 2:S() ~lll'F 
3- 3:SO T 
2- 3:SO R 
1- l:SO '!WF 
12-12:SO T 
12- 1:50 R 
11-11 : SO rn•IF 
ll/-lO:SO T 
10-ll:SO R 
10-lO:SO 1-lil'F 
2- 2:SO T 
2- 3:SO R 
3- 3:50 'fl~F 
2- 2:SO T 
1- 2:SO R 
1- 1 :SO : t\'ff 
11 -11 : SO ~ !\\'F 
2- 2:SO T 
2- 3:50 R 
12- l:SO T 
12-12:SO R 
8- 8:SO ll.'\Il.Y 
9- 9:SO OAILY 
9- 9 :·so ~m'F 
12-12:SO '!Wf 
6:30-9:20 R 
2- 2 :SO Miff 
I- l:SO T 
1- 2:SO R 
2- ::? : so '!\\IF 
10-10 :SO ~11\'RF 
12-12:50 \flff 
5- s: 50 'll'/F 
1- .3:50 IV 
1- 3:50 R 
~i- !l: 5n 'll~r: 
8- 8 :SO ~1\VF 
2- 2:50 T 
2- 3:SO R 
4- 4:SO T 
3- 4:50 R 
9-lO:SO T 
10-10:50 R 
3- 3:50 ~fl'iF 
11-11 :SO Ml\fF 
l·- 1 : so ~!l\'F-
11-11 :SO T 
ll-12:SO R 
SC211 
SC211 
GCB()4 
GCB04 
r.CB04 
:1apson 
l~apson 
Evans 
\fall 
Bloc!: . 
1.11.348 Staff 
I.R348 Staff 
l.R359 Staff 
LR~59 Staff 
LR359 Staff 
LR~59 Staff 
I.R348 Staff 
I.R~'1S Staff 
I.R3'18 Staff 
I.R3'18 Staff 
LR359 Staff 
I.R3S9 Staff 
P r.c:12s Staff 
P r.c12s Staff 
P r.Cl28 Staff 
P r.c128 Staff 
P LR359 Staff 
P LR359 St:iff 
P r;cno Staff 
r r;cno Sta.ff 
LR348 Staff 
1.R3'18 Staff 
GC128 Staff 
P I.R3ss· st:iff 
P t.R355 ~t :i ff 
LR212 Bro1me 
GC12S Brackney 
P LR215 Grove 
LR3S8 Browne 
LR3S8 Browne 
LR21S Grove 
l.R21S Grove 
GC128 Grove 
GCqB Browne 
GC128 Browne 
LR212 Comhs 
LR212 :1ccown ·. 
LR212 ~ lcCown 
GC128 :\dicks 
GCBlO Omans 
GCBlO Onans 
GC12S Brackney 
LR213 Bracknev 
LR213 Brackney 
LR3S9 Omnns 
GC12S 'lcCown 
LR210 !\dicks 
LR210 /\dicks 
I.R213 Grove 
LR213 Grove 
GCBl4 Staff 
1.R212 Staff 
LR233 Budina 
LR357 Budina 
P I.R213 Budina 
LR239 CC'rvene 
SC 33S Cervone 
S\.335 Cervone 
LR3S9 Thompson 
GClOR Thompson 
r.c 1 OS Thompson 
P l.R'.!10 Kujawa 
SCllO Kujawa 
SC:llO Kuja\\':\ 
LR213 
GC125 
GC12S 
P LR35S 
P LR3SS 
GC125 
GC12S 
. LR359 
LR210 
LR210 
GC12S 
GC125 
Greenhaw 
Roach 
Roach 
Roach 
Roach 
Wehr 
\Vehr 
Wehr 
Jackson 
Wehr 
4- 4: SO DAIJ,Y P 
12- l:SO T 
LR359 
GC12S 
Gc12s· 
Wehr 
Wehr 
Greenhaw. 
Greenhaw 
Greenhaw 
Jackson 
1- l:SO R 
TBA 
8- 8:SO MWF 
9- 9: s·o '11'/F 
11-11: so \fl\'F 
12 -12 : so M\\fF 
1- 1 SO MWF 
2- 2 SO MWF 
3- 3 SO ~IWF 
6- 8 so !-! 
1 8- 9 50 T 
8- 8 so 'R 
LR355 
1,R3SS 
LR35S 
I:R3SS 
LR35S 
LR3SS 
LR35S 
P LR3SS 
LR355 
LR35S 
llotal ing 
llotal ing 
Levcnsohn 
Hotaling 
Riser 
Levensohn 
Riser 
Ritey 
Riser ; 
Riser 
PFX 
HUM 
NO SEC COURSE TITLE 
301 10 WEST HUM I 
HUM 30 l 11 WEST lit.JM 
HUM 
HUM 
301 12 · WEST llUM I 
.302 01 \'/EST HUM II 
HUM 303 01 l'IEST HUM III 
HliM 
HUM 
3SS 01 AMERICAN IDEAS 
451 01 THE EPIC 
JOURNALISM 
JRN 420 01 NEWS l'ffi.ITING 
JRN 
NEWS WRITING LAB 
42S 01 FEATURE l'IRITING 
JRN 
FEATURE WRITING LAB 
434 01 PRINC OF ADVRTSING 
LIBRARY SCIENCES 
LIB 321 01 . LIB ORGANIZATION 
LIB 431 01 CATALOG & CLASSIF 
LIB 4Sl 01 INTRO TO EO ~fEDIA 
~!A.NAGEMENT . 
!'-!GMT 301 01 ~IANAGEf·iENT . 
MGMT 301 02 :·IANAGEMENT 
~!G~!T 347 01 lit.JM RELATIONS 
~C::MT 364 01 PERSONNEL MG~IT 
MGMT 364 02 PERSONNEL MGm' 
MG~IT 611 01 ORGANIZATION BEHAV 
MARKETING 
~fKTG 301 01 MARKETING 
"fKTG 301 02 MARKETING 
~fKTG '326 01 CNSMR !1ARKET BEHAV 
MKTG 364 01 ADVERTISING MGMT 
~fA THE~IA TI CS 
~IA.TH 100 
~!f\TH 100 
"IA.TH 100 
~!Arn 104 
MATH 106 
01 PRINC ·OF MATH 
02 PRINC OF MATii 
03 PRINC OF MATH 
01 ELEM MATH 
. \IATH 106 
1-fATH 106 
'.\1ATH 106 
MATll 106 
~fATH 108 
MATH 108 
MATH 110 
MATH 110 
~fATH llS 
MATH. llS 
01 COLLEGE ALGEBRA 
02 COLLEGE ALGEBRA 
03 COLLEGE ALGEBRA 
04 COLLEGE ALGEBRA 
OS COLLEGE ALGEBRA 
01 ANALYTIC TRIG 
02 ANALYTIC TRIG 
01 EL.EM FUNCTIONS 
02 ELEM FUNCTIONS 
01 -FINITE MATH 
02 FINITE MATH 
MATH 198 01 FRESHMAN SEMINAR 
MATH 221 
MATH 221 
· ~IATH 221 
t·IATH 221 
MATH 221 
MATll 221 
MATH 221 
MATH 221 
MATH 222 
MATH 223 
MATH 317 
'-IATH 321 
~IATH 331 
:>fATH 3Sl 
01 CALC W ANALYT GEOM 
02 CAL'C ·w ANALYT GEOM 
03 CALC W ANALYT GEOM 
04 CALC W ANALYT GEOM 
OS CALC W ANAL YT GEOM 
06 CALC W ANALYT GEOM 
07 CALC W ANALYT GEOM 
08 
01 
01 
01 
01 
01 
01 
CAl.C W ANALYT GllOM 
CALC W ANALYT GEOM 
CALC W ANAL YT GEOM 
MATRICES 
INTRM CALC/ANALYT GEOM 
DIFF EQUATIONS 
FOUND OF GEOM 
MATH 411 01 ALGEBRAIC STRUCT 
:-.tATH 414 01 SEMI-GROUPS, GROUPS 
~IATii 421 01 ADV CALf.ULllS 
MATH 425 01 TECH COMPLX VARBLES 
:>fATH 491 01 CONTEMP !-·fATH 
(OR EDSE 493) 
MICROBIOLOGY 
'HCR 20(} 00 GEN MICROBIOLOGY 
mcR 200 01 GEN MICROBIOLOGY 
MICR 201 11 GEN MICRO .LAB 
MI~R 201 12 GEN ~ICRO LAB 
MICR 201 13 GEN ~ICRO LAB 
MICR 300 00 ADV GEN MICRO 
~ICR 300 11 ADV GEN MICRO LAB 
MICR 300 12 · ADV GEN MICRO LAB 
MICR 322 00 WATER & SEWAGE 
mcR 322 11 WATER & SEWAGE LAB 
msrc 
~s 101 01 
MUS 104 01 
MUS 111 01 
MUS HI° 02 
:-rus 112 01 
.'1US 113 01 
1-IUS 114 01 
:.!US llS 01 
~!US 116 01 
:-rus 111 01 
MUS , 118 01 
;-1us 201 01 
MUS 211 01 
MUS .212 01 
/\It.JS 213 01 
'-IUS 214 01 
.\!US 215 01 
;.1us 216 01 
:.rus 211 01 
.'1US -218 01 
'.•IUS 221 01 
\!US 304 01 
'IUS 307 01 
~ms 308 01 
~rus 309 01 
:.rus 311 01 
:.ms 312 01 
' llJS 313 01 
'-IUS 314 01 
'.nJS 315 01 
:rus 316 nl 
'-!US 317 01 
~fUSIC TiiEORY 
~!USIC LITERATURE 
PIANO - CLASS 
PIANO - CLASS 
VOICE 
STRING 
IVOODWINO 
BRASS 
PERCUSSION 
ORGAN 
PIANO 
~IUSIC TIIEORY 
PIANO 
VOICE 
STRiNG 
WOODWINU 
BRASS. . 
PERCUSSION 
ORGAN 
PIANO LITERATURE 
SONG LITERATURE 
~-IADRIGAL SINGERS 
CONCERT CHO IR 
BAND 
ORCllF.STRA 
PIA.~O 
VOICE 
STRING 
h'OOOWI~ll 
BRASS 
PEP.CUSS I ON 
UR GAN 
QTR 
HRS. 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
5 
5 
3 
s 
s 
3 
s 
s 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
3 
s 
s 
5 
5 
s 
3 
3 
s 
s 
5 
s 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
s 
s 
3 
s 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 
4 
4 
3 
2 
2 
2 
i 
l 
l 
l 
1 
l 
1 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
'.? 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
TIME·DAY 
10-lO:SO T 
9-lO:SO R 
2- 3:SO T 
2- 2:SO R 
6- 8:SO R 
1- l:SO T 
12- 1 :SO R 
11-12:SO T 
11-11 :SO R 
12-12:SO Miff 
10-lO:SO Miff 
9-lO:SO T 
10-lO:SO R 
2- 4:SO T 
8- 8:SO T 
8- 9:SO R 
2- 4:SO R 
9- 9:SIJ :. 11~ r: 
6- 7:SO T 
6- 6:SO R 
4- S:SO T 
4- 4:SO R 
4- 4:50 T 
4- S:SO R 
10-10:50 DAILY 
11-11 :SO DAILY 
2- 2:SO MWF 
11-11 :SO DAILY 
1- 1:50 DAILY 
6:30-9:20 M 
.8- 8:SO DAILY 
11-11 :SO DAILY 
11-11 :SO MWF 
2- 2:SO MWF 
10-lO:SO TWRF 
12-12:50 TWRF 
2- 2:50 TWRF 
4- 4:S0 MWF 
9- 9:50 DAILY 
2- 2:SO DAILY 
2- 2:SO DAILY 
8- 8:50 DAILY 
8- 8:50 DAILY 
2- 2:SO MWF 
6- 6:SO MWF 
7- 7:SO DAILY 
4- 4:SO DAILY 
4- 4:SO DAILY 
10-lO:SO DAILY 
4- 4:50 T ,. 
4- 5:50 R 
8- 8:50 DAILY 
8- 8:SO DAILY 
12-12:50 DAILY 
12-12:50 DAILY 
. 3- 3:SO DAILY 
3- 3:SO DAILY 
7- 7:SO DAILY 
7- 7:50 DAILY 
4- 4:50 DAILY 
11-ll:SO DAILY 
12-12:50 MWF 
S- S:SO DAILY 
3- 3:SO mWF 
1- l:SO MWF 
10-10 : 50 \IWF 
12-12:50 MWF 
11-ll:SO MWF 
7- 8:SO T 
7- 7:SO R 
S- 6:SO T 
6- 6:50 R 
l'O-lO:SO ~fWF 
l- 1 :SO MWF 
2- 4:SO M 
1- 3:SO T 
9-ll:SO F 
11-11 :SO HWF 
1- 2:SO R 
3- 4:SO R 
4- 4:50 MWF 
1- 3:SO w 
11:.11 :50 MWF 
2- 2:SO TR 
2- 2:SO MW 
3- 3:SO · TR 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
1- 1:50· MWF 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
10-10:50 'IW 
1- l:SO TR 
11..: 11: so '·fl'/ 
11-ll:SO TR 
4- 4:50 'fl'/ 
4- 4:SO TR 
TBA 
TB.<\ 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TR.<\ 
TBA 
BLDG -PROBABLE 
ROOM jNSTRUCTOR-
LR3SS Riley 
LR3SS Riley 
LR3SS Riley 
I.R35S Riley 
P LR3SS r.evensohn 
I.R3SS Flick 
LR3SS Flick 
LR3SS llotal in~ 
LR355 Hotaling 
LR21S fol ick 
LR3SS Riley 
LR244 0' Keefe 
LR24'1 0' Kee fc 
f.Cl08 O'Kcefo · 
LR244 0' Keefe 
I.H244 O'Kccfc 
GC 108 o' Kee fr 
l.R3S8 <J' Kee fc 
P LR3S8 Webb 
P LR358 Webb 
P .LR3S8 Staff 
P LR3S8 Staff 
P LR21S Cornell 
P LR215 Cornell 
GCB17 Stone 
GCBi7 Stone 
LR212 Comish 
LR2 l 3 Wilson 
LR240 Wilson 
P LR213 Comish 
GCB17 McAleer 
GC124 McAleer 
LR239 Teeple 
LR213 Teeple 
LR24S Gerber 
LR24S Gerher 
LR233 Gerber 
P LR24S Hurst 
LR24S Hurst 
LR24S Taylor 
LR240 Sherwood 
P LR348. Sherwood 
P LR3S9 Taylor 
GC126 Jones 
P LR24S Jones-
P LR348 Pettofrezzo 
P LR240 Pettofrezzo . 
P LR210 Armstrong 
LR240 Armstrong 
P LR245 Taylor 
P LR245 Taylor 
LR245 Staff 
LR240 H~inzer 
LR240 O'Hara 
LR239 Norman 
LR24S ~orman 
LR240 lleinzer 
P LR24S O'Hara 
P LR240 Staff 
P LR239 Rautenstrauch 
GCB16 Barr 
GC126 Pettofrezzo 
P LR240 Rautenstrauch 
• LR239 Sherwood 
l.R24S Hurst 
· LR35-'7 Heinzer 
GC121 Barr 
GC126 O'Hara 
P LR233 Norman 
P LR233 Norman 
P LR245 B:rumhaugh 
P LR24S Brumbaugh 
SC33S Allen 
SC33S Staff 
SC214 Staff 
SC214 Staff 
SC214 Staff 
GCBlS Charba 
Sc214 Staff 
SC214 Staff 
P SC220 Charba 
SC220 Staff 
VC134 Sarakatsannis 
VC134 Sarakatsannis 
VC133 Staff 
VC133 Staff 
Schoenbohm 
Staff 
Hartis 
Staff 
Staff 
Eshenauer 
Sarakatsannis 
VC134 Sarakatsannis 
Sarakatsannis 
Schoenbohm 
Staff 
llarris 
Staff 
Staff 
Eshenauer 
VC134 Sarakatsannis 
VC134 Schocnhohm 
VC133 Schoenbohm 
VC133 Schocnbo~~ 
VCl 33 1'/i lliams 
\'Cl33 Staff 
Sarakntsannis 
Sc'loenhohm 
Staff 
llarris 
Staff · 
Staff 
F.shcriaucr 
PFX NO SEC COURSE TITLE 
111 <; .121 112 " r ,\'.\(} 
· ~1<; -1"?1 ''' P J.'l~ ;n 
:-us 
·rus 
'RJS 
:rus 
~us 
:-rus 
~·fUS 
·.rus 
\fl.IS 
~.rus 
\ft.JS 
~rus 
~-rus 
~rus 
421 04 
421 OS 
496 02 
496 03 
496 04 
496 OS 
497 02 
497 03 
497 04 
497 OS 
498 02 
498 03 
498 04 
498 OS 
PIANO 
PIANO 
SPECIAL TOPICS 
SPECIAL TOPICS 
SPECIAL TOPICS 
SPECIAL TOPICS 
INr> STUDY 
INO STl,IDY 
um STUDY 
IND STUDY 
lJNDERGRAr> SE~mlAR 
IJNDf:RGRAD SE'·II NAR 
llNllERGRAD SE~IINAR 
trnr>ERGRAD SE!lll!>l.i\R 
PIHLOSOPllY 
PHI '.?OS 01 LOGIC 
PHYSICS 
PHYS . 10.3 01 
PHYS 107 01 
PHYS 211 01 
PllYS 281 01 
PllYS 321 01 
/\STRONO?.IY 
COLLEr.f: PHYSICS 
l.ENERAL PHYSICS· 
SCI INSTR l./\B 
~!ECllANICS 
PHYS 331 01 ELEC & ~·1AGNF.TIS'1 
moERN PllYSICS 
PHYS FOR ENGI~IF.ERS 
OPTICS 
PHYS 341 01 
PHYS . 344 01 
PHYS ~51 01. 
PHYS 354 01 
PllYS 381 01-
PHYS 384 f)l 
OPTT CS !i W/\ VF. MOTION 
Pl'IYS l./\S-: -r.1.F.CTnONtcs-
PllYS LAB: OPTICS 
ciuANTUH ~ IECH PHYS 471 01 
PHYS 496 01 SPECIAi. TOPICS 
l-JNl>F.RGR.'\O SF.'IT"l/\R PHYS 497 01 
PHYS 498 02 
PHYS 498 03 
PHYS 498 Jl4 
PHYS "498" OS 
PllYS 499 02 
PHYS 499 03 
vi~YS 499 04 
PlrfS 499 OS 
IND STUDY 
I"lD STllllY 
INO ~'TUily 
I"lD STUDY 
IJNDF.Rr.RAD RESF.:'\RCli 
INDf:RGR.~O RESE/\Rf.11 
UNDERGRAD RESEARCH 
llNOERGRAD RF.SF.J'\RCll 
. P9L!TICAL SClf:NCF. 
PC:L 201 • 01 AM :~ATL· r.DVT 
PCL 203 01 PRINC POLJ. SCI 
PtL 301 01 AM ST/\TF., LOCAL r.ovr 
PCL 308 01 ,\'f PRF.SIOF.NCY . 
PCL 321. en . PffERN/\T REJ.ATio:IS 
· PCL 410 . 01 PllRLIC ,\ll~II'{ 
PCL 127 01 ,\\f FORETl.:'-l POLICY 
PCL Mil 01' . POLITICAL P!IIl.OS 
PCL . -171 01 ,\:.1 CO~ISTIT · !.:'\\': 
PSY 
!?SY 
PSY 
l'SY 
PSY 
PSY 
PSY 
l'SY 
!'SY 
PSY 
l'SY 
PSY 
PSYCI IOLbr,y 
:!OJ 01 r.E:-1 PSYCllOLOr.Y 
:!01 02 GE~ PSYCllOJ.O<:Y 
201 03 c;E:i PSYCll!lLOGY 
202 Ill r~r'l l'SYCllOLOr.Y 
:?02 O:! f.E:-.1 PSYCllOLOl.Y 
:~Cl] OJ 
304 · en 
308 Ul 
30R 02 
309 01 
:n1 01 
1.EAR:-.II~G PROCESSES 
PEl~CEPTill:\ 
SOCIAL PSYC'.11 
SOC I I\ L PSYC:l I 
PERSONALITY TllEORY 
. tr:TllOJ)S PSY nsnr.11 
PSY i:SRCI l LAB 
.105 01 llTST :; SYST PSY 
RAOIO A~D TEl.E\IISJO~ 
·!ffV 140 rn P.J\()I_(l-TV I 
lff\I 240 01 .\llDIO-PttOn 
J'\111110-PHOIJ LAl3 
lffV 344 01 HROCAST COil/TT~lllTTY 
l:TV '1-52 01 BRDCl\ST CRTTJCTS'-1 
t:TV 4S7 01 llRllCAST 1:\TEHNSllIP 
IHISSIAN 
lt!JS 101 01 ELl'.'1 IUJS I.AW; 1; Cl\/ 
SCI 
SCI 
SCT 
SCI 
SCT 
SCI 
SCI 
SCT . 
SCI 
SCI 
SCI 
soc 
soc 
soc 
soc 
soc 
soc 
soc 
soc 
soc 
soc 
soc 
SC:IE~C:E TN 1111'1.\:-I ,\FF!\ rn~ 
.190 '11 · SI{ S!"I: S('( 1111'1 \FFl! S 
4!>11 !l:! SH SE "· 1: SC] 1111'1 .\FFllS 
.19n 11 sn si:·1 n1srns.s111:-: 
·1 !lrl l :! S 1{ SF~· I fl T SCllSS In~~ 
1 !JO l 3 SH SE: I !I I Sl'llSS I 11" 
·190 14 . ~m Sl '.'1 lllSCllSS 111--: 
·19!l 15 SH SE'-1 lllSrtlSSltl'l 
•l!l!l lh SI~ ~E'I lll'if'llSSTll"I 
·19!l 17 SH SE'l llJS<:llSSl!l--: 
·190 Pl Sil SE 1 11l!S1'llSS!ll'~ 
.190 E> sR SD' 1>1srns-;11r: 
SOCIOLOGY 
201 01 GEN SOCIOLOGY 
201 02 GEN SC>CIOLOGY 
201 03 GF.N SOCIOLOGY 
201 04 GEN SOCIOLOGY 
202 01 GF.N SOCIOLOGY 
202 02 GEN SOCIOLOGY 
321 01 ANTHROPOLOGY 
331 01 SOCIAL PROBLEMS 
340 01 INTRO SOC WELFARE 
345 01 JUVENILE OELINQ 
499 01 UNr>ERGRAD RSRCH 
SPANISH 
SPA 101 01 ELE~ SPA LANG ft CIV 
SPA 101 02 ELEM SPA LANG & CIV · 
SPA 201 01 INTRt-1 SPA LANG & CIV 
OTR 
HRS. TIME-DAY 
2 TR\ 
:; n .A 
4 TBA 
S TBA 
2 TBA 
3 TBA 
4 TBA 
S TBA 
2 TBA 
3 TBA 
4 TBA 
S TBA 
2 TBA 
3 TB/\ 
4 TBA 
S TB/\ 
3 11-11 : S 0 Ml\IF 
4 1- 1 :SO !\flffiF 
4 11~11 :SO \1WRF 
4 2- 2 :SO ~1WRF 
3 2- 4:SO TR 
3 11-ll:SO~fl'iF 
3 6:30-7:SS TR 
3 1- 1 :SO TRr 
3 10-10 :SO l-IWF 
3 12-l:!:SO Ml\IF 
3 · 2- 2:SO Ml'.'F 
3 3- S:SO TR 
3 TBA 
3 6:30-7:ss ~w 
S 12-12:SO DAILY 
2 4- 4 : s0 •,n., 
2 TR/\ 
3 TBA 
4 TBA 
S TBA 
2 TBA 
3 TBA 
4 - 'ti3A 
S TBA 
3 9- 9 .:SO 'll~F 
3 . 3- 4:SD T . 
4- 4: so 't 
3 10-lO:SO 'thT-
3 4- 4 :50 '11','F 
3 2- 3 : SO T 
3- 3:50 ll 
. 3 12-1 :! : S'l '1WF 
3 1- 1 :Sn ·n·:r-
3 11-11: 51) '!'\'f-
:; 7- !) :511 . 'I 
7- S:5(l I~ 
·I 
.r 
-1 
.1 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
15 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
s 
s 
3 
3 
3 
3 
:! 2 : 5 (l • 1: .. T-
_J- _):SA '!h'f. 
S- 8:5fl '~ '.T­
R- S : 5 0 'th'!-
:! 3:S0 T 
:! 2 :50 R 
11-11: 511 '-rrwr. 
12-1:! :·sn '.ffWF 
10-10: SO "IT\\'F 
6- 9:50 T 
3- 4:5fl TR 
1Cl-lrl : 50 TP. 
TBA 
!l- 9:50 .'1\(ftF 
2- 2: 51) '·lll'P 
9:. 10 : 50 T 
10-10 : 511 r. 
h- R:Sl1 R 
10-IO : S'l ~n-:F 
:! 3:50 T 
3- 3:5(1 R 
TR!\ 
11-ll:SO T 
w-11 : so 1 ~ 
-1- 4 : S!l T 
,,_ 6 : Sil "i' 
3- ;;: Sfl t1: 
:;_ 3 : Sfl R 
:;_ :;: so r: 
•I- 4 : sn w 
-1- ·I : Sil It 
·I- ·I : :=;ii F 
7- 7 : Sll T 
7- 7:5•1 W-
7- 7 : r•) J~ 
8- 8 : so ~11·.'F 
9- 9 :SO ~IWF 
1- 1 :SO ~ll'iF 
4- 4: 5() ~.11'1F 
10-10 :SO '1l'!P 
2- 2: SO 'R'IF 
9- 9:SO T 
8- 9:SO R 
ll-12:SO T 
12-12:50 . R 
10-lO:SO DAILY 
7- 8:S0 T 
6- R:SO R 
3- 3: 50 '.f\'lF 
10-lO:SO T 
10-11 SO R 
12-12 SO MIVF 
2- 2 SO T 
1- 2 SO R 
BLDG PROBABLE 
ROOM INSTRUCTOR 
S:irnkats:inni.s 
S:iral:at s :inni ~ 
Sarakatsanni s 
Sarakatsannis 
Sarakatsannis 
Sarakatsannis 
Sarakatsanriis 
Sar aka tsannis 
Sarakatsannis 
Sarakatsannis 
Sarakats:mnis 
Sarakatsannis 
Sarakatsannis 
Sarakatsannis 
Sarakatsannis 
Sarakatsannis 
LR21S Riser 
SC315 
SCAllD 
SCAUO 
SC312 
SC312 
P SC315 
Bo lemon 
Brennan 
nenaer~on 
Rexroad 
Henderson 
Brennan 
SC312 
SC31S 
SC312 
SC31S 
SC31S 
Bo lemon 
Staff 
Bolte 
P SC31S 
Oel fJce 
Oelfke · 
Staff 
Henderson 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
TB/\ 
P SC312 
GC12S 
. P r.c12s 
P r.c12s 
r.c12s 
P GC12S 
l.P-3S9 
Bledsoe 
:Young 
Young . 
Youne 
Young 
Bledsoe. 
LR3:;9 · Blerl5oe-. 
c;c12:; Youn~ 
r.C!H 3 Bledsoe 
J.!;:!3~ 3lcd!;OC 
p J.Tt:?3:? 1 ~i. \'.CS 
P LP.:!3'.! · ~i.Ycs 
p 
l.Cl:!S -
Sc.\tl!l 
r;c11c1 
r.c12s 
r.CB14 
c~Clll.:I 
Hro•,Jw 
Ro-I~i i ~s 
Rrop~y 
TC'l l 
Tcli 
Tell . 
LR34S IJronhY 
LR356 Tell . 
l.R2 l 3 9urroug~1s 
l.R:!ll1 13urroug1Js 
Ln:?3:! . Tucker 
I.CR 14 r:o 11 ins 
Roll i.n~ 
l.R2 l 0 .\bhott 
SC335 · - tc~·cr 
LR3SC- '1eycr 
Lr.356 '1c~·cr 
P J.R2 :1!l • ~<:>ycr 
r~c12c. :\mold 
r.f.1~(, _ '\rn0ld 
f.ll '!f• \rn01 cl 
Arn0lrl 
LR:? '.'<l Rnc:h~ann 
LR:?:;<) fl:ichn:tnn 
P SC.-\llP St n ff 
P St'AllP ·Staff 
sr:;:;s st:iff 
s1::;35 ·Staff 
sc:;3s st:iff 
r S035 St:iff 
I' st":;:;:; St:iff 
I' sc::;:;;. St:iff 
r sr:;:; :; st:1"f 
r sr:; :;:; "t :1 ff 
I' sc::;:;;, St:iff 
l.R2 32 Oe 1 fJce 
l.R232 Allen , 
l.R2 32 .I\ 11 en 
P LR233 ~P,lfJce 
1.R-23:! Staff 
LR""'32 Staff 
LR239 Staff 
LR239 St<1ff 
LR212 Staff 
LR212 St:iff 
r.CR16 Alkn 
P GC12S llnkovic 
P r.c125 tlnkovic 
GCB14 Oelfke 
l.CR18 Payns 
GCB18 · rayas 
LR232 Payas 
LR239 Payas 
l.R239 Payns 
PFX NO SEC COURSE TITLE 
SPA 303 01 ADV CONVERSATION 
SPA 311 01 SURVEY SPA LIT I 
SPEECH 
SPE 101 01 FUND OF ORAL co~1 
SPE 101 02 FUND OF ORAL CCY.f 
SPE 101 03 FUNO OF ORAL CO'I 
SPE 101 04 RIND OF ORAL cm1 
SPE 101 OS FUND OF ORAL cm1 
SPE 101 06 FUND OF ORAL CO~·I 
SPE 101 07 FUND OF ORAL COM 
SPE 101 08 RJND or ORAL COM 
SPE l 0 l 09 FUND ·OF ORAL co:.1 
SPE 101 10 FUND OF ORAL COii 
SPE 261 01 PIIONETICS & UIALECTS 
SPE 360 01 PERSUASION: ARl.U'-lt: :_.JT 
SPE 460 01 GROUP lW~IA'IICS 
. STATISTICS 
STAT 201 01 PRINC . OF ST/\TISTIC:S 
STAT 201 02 PRI:-JC or: STATISTIC:S 
STAT 201 fl3 PRI NC OF STATISTTC: S 
STAT 201 ·04 PRI NC-OF S'l'ATISTIC:S 
STAT ·201 OS ,PRI NC OF STATISTICS 
STAT 33S rn PROB STAT/E':r;J~S 
ST/\T 3!11 '01 PROB i j STATJSTTC:S 
STAT 341 02 PROB :i STATISTICS 
STAT 401 Ill STi\T ·!l:TllOflS 
THEATRE 
Tl-IA 180 01 DRA.\IA & n!F.ATRF. 
TILi\ 220 01 THA PRACTICE I. 
LAB 
TllA 283 01 ACTING 
LAB 
TI~ 380 01 DIRECTING I 
LAB " 
TllA 3.81 .01. SC:F.NE f:>F.S-Ir.:-1 .I 
ZOOLOr.Y 
I 
·zoot 1·00 oo GEN zoowr,y 
2001 · 
ZOO!. 
ZOOL 
ZOOL 
ZOOI. . 
ZOOL 
ZOOL 
ZOOI. 
ZOOL 
101 
101 
101 
. -101 . 
. 101 
240 
240 
3:!0 
320 
11 GE'.'-1 ZOOLOr.Y LAB 
. 12 GEN ZOOLOGY !.AR 
1 3 GEN ZOOL_Or;Y I .AH 
14 r.r.N ZOOLOGY JAB 
1 S r.EN ZOOl.Ot.Y . 
on INVERTEBRATE ZOOL 
11 INVRT'RRT ZOOL LAB 
00 CO'.IP VERT f\·fBRYOLOr.Y 
1-1 . CO~f P V-ERT .F.~fRR tAn 
OTA 
HRS. TIME-DAY 
BLDG "PROBABLE 
ROOM INSTRU.CTOR 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
.,. 
3 
·1 
3 
3 
3 
-1 
3 
. J 
::; 
11 
i · 
1 
l 
1 
1 
s - -
5 
10-1 I :Sn TR 
11-11 : SO \ft•!F 
8- 8:SO MWP 
1- 1 :SO \11'1F 
3- 3:50 \IWP 
q_ 9:50 '.1\vr. 
10-lO:SO '.fWF 
I 1-11 :SO 'IWF 
8- 8:SO T 
8- 9:SO R 
9-111:Sll T 
10-lO:SO R 
11-11 :So T 
ll-12:51l·R 
12- l:SO T 
1- 1 :50 R 
10-10 :50 :.lJff 
1- 2:SO T 
1- 1 : Si, I~ 
11-ll:S'l ~fi iF 
R- 8:5'1 !lAil.Y 
I 2 -12 : SO Ill\ 11. Y 
SC335 
r.c10s 
LR358 
LR358 
LR3SR 
r.rn1n 
r.crnn 
r.rn10 
1.1nss 
LR3'.>8 
1.IU5R 
J.R3S8 
1.1~358 
J.R358 
LR358 
1.R358 
r.CIH3 
l.R21S 
LR215 
LR3-57 
C:ervone 
Payas 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
r.rasty 
r:rasty 
Grasty 
Tan :!: i 
1.yt Jc 
8- 8 :50 pAil.Y. P 
R- 8:SO ll/\Il.Y P 
R- f:!SO ll.'\11.Y 
r~C-12(, 
1.R2:i3 
1.R245 
l.P.2'1!1 
1.r.:?1:-? 
l.n ·~:i::un 
\'/heel er 
ln~r:im 
M1rel c r 
l.y t le 
l.ytk 
ln ~: r;i ; , 1 
1i11tto11 
1- 1 :'.>0 'l':Y 
1 n-1 '1 ::;11 ·:·.:r 
:;_ 3: sn · i·. :r 
'1- <l:Sn 'l:\JI.\' 
3- 3:SO Miff 
3- 3:SO T 
2- 4:50 R 
2- 2:50 T 
2- 4: SO R _ 
1- l:SO MWF 
i- 4:SO T 
10-lO:SO T 
10-ll:SO . R 
2- 4 :so R 
8- R:_SO T 
8- 9:50 R 
8-10-:-5"1 1~- ~ -
12- 2:.SO. w 
3- 5:50 .w 
12- -2:SO R 
3- s:s<J n 
· ..,. - 4 : so ~iwr 
1·- 3 :51) \'IF 
5- s:so · ~1W 
"12- 5 :SO R 
{ 
. l.l l :?I 3 
r;C:J:' ·1 
c:c 12(1 
Ll~ ~1!~ 
LR215 
TF.NT 
TF.NT 
\.CB12 
TF.'IT 
TENT 
TE\'T 
SC208 
SC208 
=T'F.'ff 
\fa vs 
Smlth 
Smith 
\fays 
1-lavs 
~lays 
Mays 
Smith 
Smith 
Smith 
SCAllD Taylor 
S<:Atlll Taylor 
Sl.114 Staff 
SC:ll-'1 Staff 
.. SC:l 14 . Staff 
SC:l 14 St:iff 
SC:114 Staff 
P r.c126 Tandy 
SC.217 · Tandy 
p SC217 Ehr11:trt 
SC2J 7 rhrlrnrt 
August 8, 1969 
~ Originality Shines as 
'Accent' Borrowed 
)from Cunningham 
By PAT JOHNSON . title is catchy, so catchy in fact that 
On a new campus, such as Flonda it has been the name of the ~ Technological University, the little Faculty-Staff newspaper since 
things that have to be done to make October 27 1967 almost two 
up a "Colleg~ Campus" take almost years; The Accent, 'edited by Liz 
as much . time as the. actual Cunningham, a member of the 
construction. Such thmgs as Public Relations team at FTU 
forming campus organizations, selected the name after it w~ 
fraterni~ies, sororities, etc. are time discussed by members of the 
consummg and hard work. faculty and accepted by President 
We, on the F~TUre staff, can Millican. Many names were turned 
, personall~ test1~ as ~o . the down by Liz Cunningham~ maybe 
headaches mvolved m estabhshmg a the Yearbook could consider one of 
University Publication from these as an appropriate name. 
scratch, anq we sympathize with In an interview with Ralph 
~ ., the newly °:amed Yearbook staff. Whittington, acting editor of the 
"'B"ut something has come to this yearbook he said that he was aware 
writer's attention that I, personally, of the '"coincidence" but the 
feel should be changed. yearbook intended t~ ask Bill 
Many of you students will recall Warden, Director o.f Public 
the first issues of the FuTUre, then Information, to change the name of 
called the FTU??'?'; how could you the original "Accent". 
forget them?! We asked students to That hardly seems fair. Though 
submit names for the newspaper for Liz Cunningham should be flattered 
an entire quarter, after coming up that they "borrowed" her name 
with such gems as "FTU NEWS", how come the '"Accent on th~ 
"The ,!lorse Sheet", and many FuTUre" was not proposed? Why ' 
more, it was necessary-to tum to should she have to find another · 
the Sentinel, Orlando's daily r name because of the yearbook 
newspaper ·, for assistance. The unoriginality? · 
FuTUre was submitted by H. If the yearbook staff can't even 
Gordon Robbins, and was selected. come up with their own name how 
"-But that is all past history. The original can the Yearbook theme 
reason for this editorial deals with ~ it is my guess it will be "Reach 
the proposed name for the for the Stars!", and they will have 
Yearbook, and "Accent 70" has to ask President Millican to change 
been proposed as the name. The the school motto. 
£bttur~ !1 N 11t.r 
(Continue_d from PaJ!e ,2) 
improve humanity" type editorials 
Course On Movies 
To Be Offered 
Page Three 
l//t7~7~1 
by·.Russ Bentley 
Supposedly, I am the theatre the lines which are fired at you vecy faults. 
critic for the FuTUre. In the past I rapidly 
· . But if you can guess who the have had several of my critiques Even m the modem-day comedy "fantast· ,, · 'LL • 
· · f . 1c one IS you WI wm published which in ~y opm.1on you have a touch o. drama, hght absolutely free 4 lbs. of cigarette 
were not of an outstandm~ qu~1ty, touch,. and even ,~n the short butts from the floor of the tent. 
but there were no complamts, and dramatic scenes of Absence of a Reall th gh I k th 1 · l. ts 'th Cell " b b d d b Y ou ,. now e P ay is no comp imen e1 er. o you are om ar e y en·o able and I k th t ·11 
This critique was very difficult satirical statements about the 1e ~ y 't b t no~ ha y~utwhit 
f · b I l th . . n1oy 1 u my mam ope is a or me to wnte ecause pay e phony people m the phony busmess ill · t h" th 1 male lead in "Absence of a Cello" world as they try to get more you wh enjoy Iwa he mg e ~ ay ads 
· h d ht . muc . as ave en1oye 
wh1c may soun some w a phony people on their phony team. art' . t' . "t 
conceited for me to review this Much like every day living for a lot P icipa mg m 1 · 
production, but believe me, the of people. 
censors most •definitely/ will" keep You are now familiar with the 
me honest. cast of seven and out of those 
The play, according to earlier seven, six have done magnificent 
articles, is supposed to be a light jobs while one has been utterly 
comedy, but I think the play is fantastic. You probably think I am 
.more satirical- in nature, not describing myself, but you are quite 
necessarily dry, but obviously mistaken. That would be conceited 
humorous if you like this kind of and I want you to know that 
humor and if you can stay up with conceit is a fault, and I have no 
FEIFFER 
A~P IFAU. 
IT ASKS I~ 
R~~ 
IS I.HAT 
W€ PAY 
TN<8S-
5eRV60tJ 
iJVRIE:"S-
HOUSE FOR RENT 
Three bedrooms, two baths 
unfurnished, On Lake Corner 0~ 
Highway 420, four miles North ;,f E 
50. Due east of FTU. Countr~ 
atmosphere near schools and 
stiopping. $175 per month. Call Mrs. 
K rohne 644-0692 ext. 240 or 
647-7550 evenings. · 
bv Jules Feiffer 
no one would bother to read them 
because they never say anything. 
That type of thing can be found in 
The History of Motion Pictures 
will be offered in the fall quarter as 1· ------------• 
a 3-hour credit course on Tuesdays Shaur-ns -·Technical the handbook.. _ 
We do not mean to make every 
member of SG look like hapless 
:f idiots, for we are well aware of the 
fact that they are working as hard 
~they can to better this university, 
Just as we are. Our criticism is 
designed to be constructive. We are 
not here to run the student body; 
that is SG's job, but we are here to 
let the students know what is going 
on. If SG refuses to listen_, the 
students will remember who is 
taking advantage of the positions 
given them by the students. 
We are grateful to know also that · 
1'omanski has been so good as to 
overlook our "problems" (we can 
assure the studel).t body that no 
student on the FuTUre staff is not 
meeting "minimal academic levels") 
but we would like to point out 
again, to Mr. President, that if he 
has something to say he has a 
column in which to say it. Please, 
Mr. President, if we need a fault 
pointed out to us you are in the 
best position on campus to let us 
know so. 
We do apologize for the 
inadvertent omission about the 
• i---x-Ray unit. Somehow the copy was 
lost after it was set and in the 
shuffle we forgot about it. We 
confess our sins. 
We will take to heart your urging 
to take a more positive look at 
campus and we do sincerely 
appreciate the advice. 
Please just do not forget, Mr. 
President, that a public office is a 
public trust and is never above 
and Thursdays. The course will deal 
with the development of the film 
industry and the social . and 
economic impact o-n society. The 
course will be taught by Dr. Harry 
Smith, assistant professor of 
theatre. 
The Great Train Robbery, King 
Kong, The Great Chase, Maltese 
Falcon, Citizen Cane, and Shane are 
some of the films that will be 
shown during the quarter. 
BOOKS 
For The Students 
More T-han 10,000 Titles In Stock 
G. G. Finnell 
COIN SALES 
Corner of Mills & Colonial Dr. 
PICKERILL'S 
SPORT 'N TROPHY SHOP 
2110 EDGEWATER DR. 
ORU~NDO GA3-2543 
TROPHIES- PLAQUES - SILVER-: RIBBO~S 
Team Discounts - Faternities, Inter-Mural 
Sports Teams 50% Off On Trophies and Plaques 
Complete Line of All Sporting Goods 
© 
CITIZENS BANK OF OVIEDO 
Five minutes north of F .T.U. 
PHONE 365-3272 · P. 0. ROX 248 · OVIEDO, FLORIDA 
Merriber F .D.l .C. 
critic~m. Ouradricetoyounow~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
to heed that criticism. Don't simply Ml LLE R '$ $HE LL 
discard that which you do not agree, 
with but weigh it for its value. The Union Park's Tire Center 
way things are is not always the· Batteries 
---'ight way. PHONE 277-4962 
John Gholdston 
Editor, FuTUre 
pax americanus 
-
0
- . POWERCUSHION SALE 
. Bread may be stored up to a week' 
in the refrigerator. After that, the TWO Tl RES f OR PRICE. Of ONE texture begins to change and it be-
comes stale. However, you can keep PLUS TAX A. N 0 OLD TIRE 
bread for longer periods in the free-
z.er, according to Florida Agricul-"~ural Extension.Service specialists. AAA & ALLSTATE EMERGENCY SERVICE 
HELP SOLVE 
YOUR HOUSING 
LET us 
PRO.BLEM·S 
Winter Park-Maitland-FTU Area 
Call Fant J. Bannett, Realtor, 
644-3630 
,,_~ "" 
. .. - '-"~ .... ~ . . . 
<JdJenwd 
·Jt 9tou~t 
A COMPLETE FLORAL AND WI RE SERVICE 
Phone 671-3455 · 
Jim Meek 
P.O. Box 115 · 
Goldenrod, Fla. 32733 
FOR FUN IN THE SUN 
We Stock A Complete Assortment 
of Sun Tan Products Including 
NEW TANFASTIC And For. The 
Unfortunate We Have An Equally 
Complete Assort~ent of Suntan · 
.Products Including NEW UNBURN 
OVIEDO DRU'G STORE 
OVIEDO, FLORIDA 
Complete Drug Service - 365-3209 
August 8, 1969 
New Facilities 
FuTUre 
Student Government 
such a coach would not come from (Continued fr.om Page 1) 
'the university's budget, but would --------------' 
'come from outside sources. letter in favor of diploma honors 
ribbons anyway. 
Page Four 
Library Stall 
Members To Wed 
To Expand Sports FTU's colorful cheerleaders, who were present at numerous 
basket ball games this past season 
By GARY McMILLAN to outclass the university. There has will be ready when the varsity te~ 
Sports activities at FTU this been much interest shown in the makes its athletic debut. 
Remember when Student 
Government wanted to take over 
the FuTUre? Well, it seems they've 
given up that idea in favor of taking 
over the yearbook. Of the six coming year will feature a varsity basketball program this summer . Participants in next year's 
basketball team, a newly sodded with two teams sponsored by FTU mtramural sports activities will be 
playing field, and a new intramural ranking high in recent summer happy to learn that there will be a members of the newly formed 
sports coordinator. league activity. completely sodded playing field ye?I'~o.ok s~aff four, including the 
According to Dr. Frank Rohter, In one league, played at the ready for use this fall. The field is. · editor-m-ch1ef, are SG members. 
head of the Athletic Department Evans High School gymnasium, the to be located south of the 'rhe former yearbook staff that was 
there will be a representative varsity team, coached by student assistant basketball courts and. will serve as ~ormed shortly after FTU opened 
basketball team ready for the fall Don Lily, came in second to a the playing field for intramural I~ the fall of 1968 was conveniently J. 
with the possibility of three strong Semin~le Junior College football, softball, and, if the ?isp~~d of, because of their 
different teams playing this year. team. At the Winter Park league, demand is great enough for soccer mactmty. 
The teams will be comprised of student assistant Dean Burnson Such a field has been sorel~ So SG is now in charge of the 
freshmen, juniors, and sophomores coached his charges to the needed as members of last year's yearbook and a budget for the 
and will play opponents which will · cha~pionship, edging a team made ~ntramural teams who had to play b o o.k '!as . submitted for 
vary from local city league rivals to up of Rollins College alumni. m sand lots will confirm consideration m the August 5 
numerous colleges and junior When asked if a varsity coach had Dr. Robert A. Roth~rg, present me~tin~. S~nator and Yearbook 
colleges throughout the state. been chosen yet, Dr. Rohter coordinator of intramural sports at Editor-m-Ch1ef Ralph Whittington 
S'ince the FTU teams will be in replied, "No, not yet, but we are FTU, will be leaving his post this t<?1d the Senate tha_t publi~a~ion 
their initial .year of competition, looking into numerous choices." fall to become roordinator of the ~ids for the annual will be solicited 
opponents will be chosen so as not Rohter added that the salary for professional laboratory. Taking his m the l!-ext few .weeks. ~ittington ----------~~~--~~=~=~=~=~~p~ceisK~n~ha~M~aMw ~~~dth~~OOM~~MW~ 
addition to the FTU faculty staff. Stu:dent Government and the 
Special this week! 
Men's Suits 
sJ.99 
Expertly cleaned at participating 
Sixty Minute 
Dry Cleaners 
1949 Aloma Ave~ 
Winter Park, Fla. 
REAL ESTATE 
Sales - Rentals 
INSURANCE 
Car - Home - Business 
10 Yrs. in Union Park 
Rothberg, who initiated the yearbook were not related ~d that J. C. Kinsey, ·who works in the 
university's sports program last th~ ye~rbook ~as. to function as a serial section of the FTU Library 
year, said that Renner expressed a . umversity p~blica~ion. will marry Miss Edna Rains, who 
real desire to work with the The ~eetmg h~rally broke up works in the acquisitions 
students in the planning of this (bat did not ad1o~rn) when SG department of the library, August 
year's program. n:easurer Hank Richards turned 17 at Cheney Baptist Church on 
Other sports activities this fall aside to mask ? sneeze but instead Old Dean Rd. in Union Park. 
include wiestling, tennis, bowling. foqnd a target m the SG Recording President Millican will perform the 
In the spring quarter a varsity track Secretary whose shoulder became ceremony. 
team will be organized. so.mewhat damp due to the Kinsey, formerly with the State 
misfortune. Amid the Senat.e Road Department is from Pinetta 
w.IYll!Kli 
... OKliliP 
AMliRIQA 
BliA"&FWL 
Keep America Clean. 
Keep America Beautiful. 
METZ REALTY 
Lillian Metz 
9922 E. Colonial 
Union Park 
277-3204 
laughter, re~r~s such as ·:;ve'll Fla., and has bee~ with the FTU 
~~ad, about thIS _m the ~~TUre and Library for two-and-half-years. 
We ve done it now could be Mi~ Rains is from Fort Payne 
heard. The FuTUre does not Alabama and has been at FTU fo; 
begrudge Richards his sneeze. It one year. She formerly worked for 
c~mld happen to anyone. In fact, all Don Mott Insurance Agency. · 
circumstances of the incident 
considered, we strongly support the 
action. 
The actual adjournment of the 
meeting was announced by 
President Komanski as the Senators 
left the meeting room. 
Peace. 
BROWN'S· TEXACO. OLLIFF'S BARBER SHOP l!verrone I• a lltll• wonlecl 
.... n n come• to 
buying a diamond. Midway Between Campus & W.P., Maitland, 
Aloma at Howell Branch Rd. 
e Engine Tune-Up 
e Pre·I nspection 
e Brake Work 
• Front End Work 
e Engine Cleaning 
e Warranty Protection 
e Pick-up & Delivery 
Fu II Line of Goodyear & 
Firestone Tires - Competetive 
Prices. 
671-9134 
Carroll Brown - Prop. Since 1956 
5 Minutes From FTU 
Students, Faculty & Staff Welcome 
Hrs. 8-6 Sat. 8-5 
GRAPHICS 
By MASTERS 
Picasso • Buffet 
Dali • Giacometti 
L~rgest Collection in Central Fla. 
STUDENT DISCOUNTS 
Fine Custom Framing 
Oviedo, Fla. 
llLLllllS 
llDlllTIOlll 
401 B. PARK.AVE. NORTH, WINTER PARK 645-0808 
lt'1 a once-In-a-lifetime purchue. And moet people 
know little llbout diamonda. So dtooalng len, euy. 
We know, and we · are doing our but to help. For 
yeara we have Uetened to young couplea. We under-
ltand their Uke1 and dl1llk ... We reepect the budgeta 
which they have to consider. · 
Our main job 11 to make JOU happy with your di· 
amond purchue. To advi• JOU how to get the moet 
for your money and how to eelect a diamond and a 
ring 8t,le you will be proud of at any time. Putting 
ourMlve• In your ahoea makn MnM. It hu created 
nothing but utiefied cuetCHMra and frienda for ua. _ 
If you Ille• our attitude we hope that you will come 
to u1 •.. whenever you're ready for your diamond. 
,,,,J'¥~~ 
... 2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU. 
CONWAY CENTER . 
4420 CtJRRY FORD RO. - RT 1 S 
OllAIDO 275-0116 
SEMINQU PLAZA 
HWY. 17-92 & 436 
WSELIEllY, FLA. 131-0UI 
